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Over 300 parents, students, and
citizens lent their support to a rally
held on the steps of the BC
Legislature, April 2, 2008, in protest
of school land sales. The protest
was organized by LANDS! (Let’s
Agree Not to Dispose of Schools!),
which is a group of concerned
parents on Vancouver Island. The
demonstrators heard numerous
passionate speakers declare the

By Murray Dobbin

The closure of public schools in
BC has reached crisis level and is
unprecedented in the history of BC.
Enrolment has dropped in the past,
and some schools are always closed
in such situations, but the extent of
the closures this time around is
unique and the callous attitude of
the provincial government has no
precedent. The current raft of
closures—150 since 2001 and 45
more scheduled for this year—is
rationalized by declines in enrol -
ment. But there is a much stronger
driving force behind these perma -
nent losses of schools and school
property and that is the ideology of
the current provincial government.
The application of neo-liberal
ideology (or radical free-market
ideology) is at the root of this tragic
loss of schools and the devastation
it causes students, parents, neigh -
bourhoods, and communities.

University of Toronto economics
professor Janice Gross Stein has
identified the key piece of that
ideology that underpins the
Campbell government’s attitude
toward the closures. In her book
The Cult of Efficiency, Stein says
“...efficiency is often a cloak for
political agendas. ...the discussion
of efficiency in the delivery of public
goods, such as education and
healthcare has risen to prominence
in post-industrial society. When it
[efficiency] becomes an end rather
than a means, a value often more
important than other values, and
when we no longer ask the
questions, ‘efficient at what?’ or ‘for
whom?’ efficiency becomes a cult.” 

It becomes the victory of ideology
over common sense.

The Campbell government has
clearly elevated efficiency to the cult
level. Today’s abundance of school
closures—between 2001 and this
coming fall, BC will have closed 11%
of its public schools—is driven by
the rigid application of the efficiency
principle as virtually the only
criterion for whether or not a school
survives. To have a new school
built, districts have to demonstrate
that their schools are operating “at
capacity.” If they are not, closures
must be made so that students can
be concentrated in fewer schools to
achieve that capacity.

This perverse formula virtually
dismisses other values: the impact
on students (22,000 have been
displaced in the first 150 closures);
the effect on education (that is, the
value of small schools in quality
education); the stress caused
parents; and the role of the school
as the heart of the neighbourhood.
This is a students-as-widgets
factory model of education.

Ironically, even though the model
allegedly borrows from the world of
business, these school closures
contradict business principles. No
business that wants to be truly
successful and build for the future,
would apply the efficiency test in
the absence of other business
principles. Hiring on a strictly
“efficiency” basis could mean the
collapse of quality customer service,
for example. In practical terms,
these closures are bad for local
businesses. The closing of schools
can have a negative effect on
attracting new, young employees
who are raising families. The
closing of scores of schools across
the province when there is a grow -
ing labour shortage and an aging
workforce, is an especially short-
sighted policy.

Schools are homes 
for public education

SYLVIA BISHOP PHOTOS

importance of keeping school lands
in public hands for the benefit of
future generations. BCTF President
Irene Lanzinger brought greetings
and a message of support on behalf
of all BC’s teachers. Lanzinger cited
the perpetual underfunding of
public education as the root cause
behind school land sales, with
boards struggling to bridge funding
shortfalls. LANDS’ spokesperson
Jessica van der Veen spoke,
stressing, “These [school] lands
were given to future genera tions in

public trust. They are not ours to
sell.” Other speakers em phasized
universal public education as a
cornerstone of our society.

Although no Liberal MLAs were
present, numerous NDP MLAs were
on hand to lend their support,
which was followed up by a
vigorous Question Period. The
Opposition repeatedly asked the
Liberal government to explain its
public education policies.

Concerned citizens, attending
from all over Vancouver Island and
Metro Vancouver, were treated to
the Raging Grannies singing an
original song composed for the
occasion, music performed by a
jazz/rock band donated its time,
colourful balloons, and numerous
home-made banners all under a
clear blue sky.

– Sylvia Bishop

LANDS’ spokesperson Jessica
van der Veen spoke,
stressing, “These [school]
lands were given to future
generations in public trust.
They are not ours to sell.” 

School closures and
the‘cultof efficiency’

When it [efficiency] becomes
an end rather than a means,
a value often more impor -
tant than other values, and
when we no longer ask the
questions, ‘efficient at
what?’ or ‘for whom?’
efficiency becomes a cult.” 

– Janice Gross Stein

Of course it is not just this
particular pre-occupation with
efficiency that is at the root of the
problem. Another business
principle—the ruthless slashing of
costs to enhance profits—underlies
the Liberal government’s approach.
The chronic underfunding of
education means that boards are
facing increasing pressure to close
small schools to reduce mainten -
ance costs. Some schools are closed
because the cost of renovating them
or earthquake-proofing is greater
than the cost of building a new
school.

See CLOSURES page 4

More than 300 parents, students, and citizens lent their support to a 
rally held on the steps of the BC Legislature, April 2, 2008, in protest of 
school land sales.
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Down with homework
Regarding “Down with

Homework!” (Teacher, Jan./Feb.
2008). As a teacher of senior
English, I have gradually moved to a
no-homework policy (the only
exception being the reading of
novels, for which there is simply not
enough class time). Senior students
have athletics, hobbies, social lives,
and jobs, all of which are
inescapable if not essential parts of
modern life. I want to respect
students’ needs to become fully
rounded individuals rather than
being overstressed, always-studying
educational automata.

Students are given enough class
time to do the work, resulting in
much more work being done, skills
being developed, and attitudes
toward school being improved.
There has been no loss of skill or
marks as nearly as I can tell, on
both in-school assessment and on
provincial exams.  

We have also moved into fully
student-directed literature studies,
where students choose the novels
and stories they read. We have our
students doing 15 minutes of non-
school-related (but for-credit, if
students so choose) silent reading
daily. The result? Kids are reading
more, enjoying reading, and in a
school of 1,300, we have 1,200
books signed out of the library at
any given time. You know you are
doing something right when the
librarian has waiting lists for novels
and buys more books because the
kids have so many signed out—this
in a school with a high ESL
population.

The upshot of all this is that
giving students less homework and
more choice seems to be paying off.
Chris Stolz 
Surrey

Isn’t it a great feeling when your
own classroom philosophies and
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President’s
message

Irene Lanzinger

Readers write
practices are supported by widely
known “colleagues”? Hooray for
Alfie Kohn in the Jan./Feb. 2008
Teacher! 

I have been retired for more than
10 years, after a 35-year elementary
school teaching career beginning in
1961. My connection with the
classrooms now consists of
supervising student teachers as they
complete their practica in local
classrooms. 

I continuously question the
practicality of assigning homework
specifically to be done at home. “It
teaches them responsibility; it
creates interaction with parents; the
drill work makes for more complete
understanding.” I don’t accept much
of any of these arguments. Most
parents, at the end of their work
shifts, have had enough for the day
and do not carry “extra practice”
home with them from their clerical,
labour, or professional occupational
tasks, and it doesn’t make sense
that children should be asked to do
this. The confusion and ill feelings
created when even one or two
students return to class without
having completed an assignment
makes the assignment disruptive
and, frequently, worse than useless.
Many parents are reluctant to get
involved with students’ homework
as their children are criticized for
not doing their own work.

I believe there are reasonable
situations for direct homework to be
assigned: completing work which
the student was not able to
complete in a suitable time provided
at school (but in which the student
does not require further teacher
instruction); completion of special
reports or projects, especially those
in which there is the expectation
that a parent or other suitable adult
will be able to aid and support the
student; and assignments that
require studying at testing time. 

I do understand that there are

greater demands on students in
upper grades (8 through 12) but I
don’t believe they “learn to do”
homework or to enjoy their school
years by being assigned homework.
I always believed those students in
my care achieved scholastic and
work habit standards at least as
high as those in the classes of my
colleagues who created homework
assignments for their students, and I
believe my students enjoyed their
school time far more than did their
friends in other classes. 

I always enjoy reading Teacher—
keep up the good work!
Jack Sandberg
Cranbrook

From the article “Down with
homework” …high-school teacher
Leslie Frothingham watched her own
two children struggle with enormous
quantities of homework in middle
school. The value of it never seemed
clear to her. “What other ‘job’ is there
where you work all day, come home,
have dinner, then work all night,” she
asks, “unless you’re some type-A
attorney? It’s not a good way to live
one’s life. You miss out on self-
reflection, community.” Thus, when
she became a teacher, she chose to
have a no-homework policy.

The other “job” is called being a
teacher!
Debbie Keel
Maple Ridge

Correspond with 
Cuban teachers

I am a 28-year-old Cuban English
foreign language college teacher. I
would like to exchange some tips
and ideas about teaching languages
and to develop a wonderful
friendship with teachers from
Canada. I will be willing to share
ideas about both language and
education.

My e-mail is luiscc@iscm.vcl.sld.cu
Luis Miguel Campos
Cuba

I work as an English teacher in
Villa Clara, Cuba. I am very proud of
the BCTF because I had an in-
service course from Debbie Cassels
and Suzanne Aubin. 

They gave us a course of
strategies for language learning:
interactive oral language activities
and communicative approaches to
evaluation in foreign languages. 

I think they are the best teachers
all over the world. I like the way
they teach methodology. I learned a
lot of things about the way we can
teach here in Cuba, as well as
activities in the classroom. 

It has been three years since we
first had teachers from the BCTF in
Villa Clara, and ever since our
relationship with you people has
grown stronger. This connection
with you people has been an
example of sincere human relation -
ship between people from different
countries, one a developed country
and the other one trying to develop
and trying to overcome a long
blockade imposed by the USA.
Thank you BCTF.
Yanetsys Calderin Dugue
Villa Clara, Cuba

[NOTE: If you would like to exchange
letters with Yanetsys Dugue, you can
get her address by sending an e-mail
message to afield@bctf.ca.]

Shortage of special 
ed teachers?

I find it confusing that the BCTF
says there is a shortage of special
education teachers. Certainly there
are not enough to get the job done
adequately, or to have a reasonable
workload for resource teachers and
learning assistance teachers.
However, when it comes to hiring
time, good luck finding a permanent
full-time job. If one is lucky, they
can afford to teach part-time, or find
bits and pieces of a job to patch
together. I’m an LAT with a part-
time continuing (50–60%) and a
part-time temporary that adds up to
100%, at least until the end of the
year. After that, I don’t know what
I’m going to do. I am terrified! I’ll
either find a full-time continuing
(few and very far between) or
another piece that hopefully adds
up to full time, or move to God-
knows-where. Without a continuing
full-time job, have fun getting a
mortgage. I’ve been in teaching for
nearly 13 years, and this is my third
in the public school system. I still
rent a basement suite. I don’t want
to come across as negative, and I do
love this profession. But please,
when you tell university students
about the shortage of special
education teachers, please have the
kindness to tell them what they are
getting themselves into.
Heidi Tester
Chilliwack

FSA testing 
Resisting FSA testing is a radical

and essential stand for the BCTF to
be taking on behalf of all children in
public schools. As a retired teacher,
I cheer from the sidelines the

leadership of the BCTF, the local
unions, and all the teachers and
parents who have joined this
powerful resistance movement. 

Whenever I was faced with a big
decision to make with respect to my
students I would ask myself, Will
this action empower my students? If
the answer was no, I did not do it.
The Federation knows FSA testing
does not empower students, it only
empowers those intending to
control and privatize education.
Gale Tyler
Vancouver

We have too much stuff
A few days ago I had a delightful

conversation with a class of Grade 4
students. The topic was standard of
living, defined as the quantity and
quality of the things deemed neces -
sary for a healthy and productive
life. We brainstormed a huge list of
items from food, water, heat, cloth -
ing, homes, vehicles, schools,
healthcare, jobs, training, hospitals,
schools, parks, swimming pools,
vacations (theme parks in particu -
lar), TV, computers, video games,
toys, etc. I then asked the kids what
they thought about their standard of
living. “Not bad,” “Pretty good,” was
the predominant response. “So, do
you think everyone deserves to
have these things?” I asked. “Of
course they do!” “Are you sure there
isn’t some group of people some -
where on the planet that doesn’t
deserve these things?” “Absolutely
not!” they replied. “Well then, how
many planet earths do you think are
necessary to provide everyone with
the same as what we enjoy?” Puz -
zled looks and blank stares faced
me. “At present 20% of the global
population (us) consumes 80% of all
the energy produced and natural
resources extracted. If everyone
were to adopt the lifestyle of a
typical americanadian, we would
need three planet earths!” Silence.
Then a very small voice from the
back of the class said, “Mrs. Kaljur,
we have too much stuff!” Excellent
observation...class dismissed.
Susanna Kaljur
Courtenay

Julia Johnson’s legacy
In each and every issue, Julia

Johnson shared her strong sense of
personal well-being, aligned to the
joys and demands of teaching. As
she reflected, so did her readers. I
consistently felt enriched after
reading her monthly article and will
miss her sage advice.

From her columns, I always
imagined her experiencing life to
the fullest, following her own
counsel of being well. She professed
wonder and gratitude, belief and
positivity—all within her monthly
column for teachers. She was, and
will remain, testimony to the posi -
tive impact of the written word, and
Enid Bond is correct in her state -
ment: “We honour her memory by
living well.” It’s Julia Johnson’s
legacy to Teacher readers.
James Harcott
Vancouver

schools. Since the Liberal govern -
ment came to power in 2001, 150
schools have closed. This June, 21
more schools will close their doors
and 24 more are threatened with
closure.

When my youngest son was in
Kindergarten, I took a leave from
my teaching job in Vancouver to
take advantage of my last opportun -
ity to spend time with my two
children before they were in school
“full-time.” It was a wonderful time.
I took my kids to school and picked
them up. I formed lasting friend -
ships with the other parents from
the community. We had great
discussions in the school yard while
watching our kids play.

Schools are more than places
where our children learn. They are

the heart of our communities. Our
children meet lifelong friends at
school and we meet our neigh -
bours. They provide the location for
plant sales and flea markets and
Halloween celebrations. They are
the key to new families (and
businesses) moving in and the
established ones staying.

The closing of schools is not the
inevitable result of declining enrol -
ment. We have had declining enrol -
ment in this province before and not
closed schools. The current decline
of 5%–6% in enrolment since 2001 is
predicted to level off in 2013 and
begin increasing again in 2016. Last
year’s predicted decline of 7,000
turned out to be just 4,000. The pre -
dicted decline over the next year is
just 1,000 students—less than 0.2%.

Schools are closing because the
provincial government is obsessed
with a single criteria for making
such decisions—efficiency. Its
capital funding policy is an
industrial model—not a community
model. It clearly does not value
neighbourhood schools enough to
provide the moderate funding
needed to keep them open. 

Yet the evidence is strong that
small schools produce better
educational and social results. In
Finland, only 3% of schools have
more than 500 students and none
has more than a thousand. In
Canada—Newfoundland, Quebec,
and Ontario all have policies in
place to protect small schools from
closure. Governments, at their best,
are a reflection of community; at

their worst they undermine them. 
The good news is that the public

agrees with us and shares our
strong commitment to our schools.
A recent Mustel Group poll we
commissioned showed 67% believe
that the “broader role in the neigh -
bourhood” should take precedence
over “cost effectiveness” when
deciding whether or not to close a
school. Just 25% said cost effective -
ness should be the higher priority.

In many communities, strong
coalitions are forming to pressure
the government to keep their
schools open. We will be there—and
we need to work as hard as we can
with everyone who is willing to join
with us in the fight for our neigh -
bourhood schools. The education
and well-being of our children and
our communities depends on it.

The school closures issue is
heating up across the province and
in the last few weeks I have
attended several community meet -
ings organized to save local
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From 30 years ago
The item in the “30 years ago”

section of the Looking back column
in the March 2008 issue of Teacher
brought back memories of visiting
MacCorkindale School for its very
first Open House. 

What I remember clearly from
that visit were the movable coat
racks that had been arranged
around the “open area” to make
walls for the different classes!
Jane Gaffney
Surrey

TILMA designed 
by big business

Thank you to Larry Kuehn for a
great article on the problems
inherent in TILMA, the new trade
deal with Alberta. I am glad to see
that Teacher has not painted TILMA
as a benign agreement as has the
BC College of Teachers, ("The Road
to TILMA," TC Magazine, winter
2007).

I have been following the TILMA
negotiation process between the
ministries of education in both
provinces, as this issue has been
one of great concern for me. The
membership of the BCTF and BCSTA
have raised grave concerns about
the lowering of teaching standards
in BC to meet the overall lower
teaching standards of Alberta. There
is no benefit for teachers or
students in this.

The claim that we must remove
the few and largely warranted
barriers to labour mobility for
teachers is no more than a smoke -
screen for a corporate agenda that
seeks to substantially reduce the
role of government as regulator and
service provider. For teachers, this
means that the changes to certifi -
cation under TILMA are only one
part of a slow erosion of both our
education standards that will
greatly affect the quality of student
care, and also our ability to protect
our communities, which will affect
all of our citizens. In fact, rather
than being a benign agreement
between provinces, it is an agree -
ment designed by big business to
facilitate the Security and Prosperity
Partnership with the US.

As citizens who are concerned
about democratic process, we must
demand that BC withdraw from
TILMA.
Catherine Hay
Richmond

TILMA story
disappointing

I read with some disappointment
the article on TILMA by Larry Kuehn
in the Jan./Feb. issue of Teacher.
There is often confusion in discus -
sions that involve the College of
Teachers when people forget that
the college is a regulatory body—
not a political or advocacy body.
Irrespective of how the legislation
came into existence, the college
received a legislated directive to
establish common certification
standards with Alberta. The first
step in meeting this mandate was to
engage in discussions with educa -
tional partner groups to review
existing certification requirements
with a view to establishing a set of
bargaining objectives. After the
bargaining objectives were
established they were circulated to
all partner groups, including the
BCTF. The only “secret” discussions
that were held were two days of
bargaining with Alberta to reach a
deal. This is quite normal in a
bargaining process. 

When the deal was signed, a joint
press release was prepared by the
college and the government. The
press release was put on the college
website and disseminated by the
government through their normal
channels of communication.

Kuehn’s analysis concludes that
qualification requirements have
been reduced in BC as a result of
this deal. While there is some truth
to this conclusion, it regretfully

neglects to put the changes into the
context of existing certification
requirements. Kuehn’s conclusion
would be valid only if the college
required the college’s “professional
certificate” for all teachers in BC.
This is not the case. Prior to the
TILMA agreement the college was
issuing restricted certificates,
standard certificates, and profes -
sional certificates. Last year the
college certificated 350 students
who graduated from BC university
teacher education programs who
had completed a four-year course of
study. Some of these graduates
would not have met the minimal
qualifications now required in
Alberta. Indeed, there are many
teachers throughout BC working
with restricted certificates and
standard certificates who don’t
meet any of the requirements noted
by Kuehn as “losses” under the
TILMA Teacher Mobility Agreement.

Should a teacher trained in one
part of the country be able to teach
in another part of the country and
have their teaching certification and
experience recognized? Critics of
the agreement argue that keeping
high requirements for teachers is
good for the profession. Yet
according to the governmental
agencies who publish international
test results, while BC’s standings
are good in relation to the rest of
the world they are generally about
the same as Alberta and Ontario.
Ontario currently has the lowest
minimum teaching certification
standards in Canada. Teachers in
Alberta and Ontario are also much
better paid than their counterparts
in BC. Food for thought!
Richard Walker
Chair, BC College of Teachers

New four-year 
teaching degrees

How about an article on the new
four-year teaching degree? Students
will soon be graduating with four-
year degrees. What chance does a
TOC with a five-year degree have of
getting a job once these cheaper
degrees show up? In the 1970s
some school districts sorted
applications into two, three, four,
and five years of university and
looked in the cheaper piles first.
Thank you Gordon Campbell!
Bill Nesbitt
Alberni

Teacher shortage?
I was just thinking about Patrik

Parkes’ article in the Jan./Feb. issue
“The teacher shortage: myth or
reality?” and no where within it
does he consider the rate of attrition
for teachers. I was wondering if the
BCTF has any data on that sort of
thing; the Internet seems to come
up with mostly American informa -
tion. I think his conclusion of
teacher oversupply is off the mark
especially when we didn’t have
enough TOCs at my school on
Tuesday! A Tuesday in early
February and we don’t have enough
TOCs!
Steve Brugger
Surrey

Nanaimo MLA
appreciates Teacher

As the MLA for Nanaimo, I just
wanted to say how much I
appreciate getting the Teacher, but
more importantly how much I enjoy
working with the executive of the
Nanaimo District Teachers’ Associ -
ation who work long and hard to
support public education in the
province.

As an Opposition member
representing a large portion of
School District 68, where many
school closures are threatened, the
government fails to provide ade -
quate resources and I am well
aware of the challenges faced by
the BCTF and its members.
Continue the fight and never give in.
Leonard Krog
Nanaimo

The Philosophers’ Café program
is looking for a few keen secondary
school teachers to head up a
Philosophers’ Café for teens. Simon
Fraser University will help you get it
running. The goal of the SFU
Philosophers’ Café program is to
bring accessible dialogue to the

community through cafés located
throughout southern British
Columbia. We think teenagers
would enjoy participating in their
own café—especially if it is conven -
iently located in their school. 

Secondary school students are
just beginning to flex their intellec -

tual muscles and are discovering
that we live in a very complex world
where there are many sides to every
issue. This “club” gives them a
chance to discover and voice their
opinions on topics that are relevant
to them. Given the opportunity,
most will have a passionate opinion
on such issues as public vs. private
education, following your head or
your heart, and the meaning of your
appearance. This is not a debating
club, students do not need to
prepare, nor even show up every
week, but what they will hopefully
come away with is a tolerance for
other points of view and an appreci -
ation for critical thought. Lunch is
an ideal time for feeding the body as
well as the mind. 

There is no cost to your school,
just a commitment to work with
us—we will provide you with on -
going guidance and support. As a
teacher, you are an ideal moderator
already. You know how to introduce
information that will pique curiosity
and provoke discussion. Eventually,
let students choose or submit topics
themselves. Or you may prefer pro -
viding the topics (or choose from
our list) if it gives you more control
and makes it more interesting to
you. We think this program is ideal
in terms of simplicity, but powerful
in how it stimulates and provokes,
and we look forward to partnering
with BC teachers on this exciting
initiative.

Please feel free to contact me
(Diane Mar-Nicolle) for more
information (dmarnico@sfu.ca, 778-
782-5215) or visit our website at
www.philosopherscafe.net.

Looking back
70 years ago

Parents are right in wanting the
teachers of their children to be so
abundantly alive that their vitality
will be infectious. The men and
women with whom their children
spend five hours a day must be
people of culture. They must be
people of broad reading, of
comprehensive outlook, of sound
scholarship. Trustees want teachers
who are in touch with the best and
the latest thought on educational
topics. They know that with
disconcerting frequency a promising
teacher dies upon their hands long
before an undertaker can legally be
employed. Without provision of
sabbatical years, or some such
system of leave, the problem facing
trustees, parents and teachers will
remain unsolved and insoluble. It is
a problem which they have in
common and which should be
solved in co-operation. What are
they going to do about it?

– May 1938, The BC Teacher

50 years ago
The always-tricky question of

how far the teaching profession is
justified in going to press salary
demands is getting another airing in
British Columbia and doubtless
teachers all across the country are

looking on with interest. The
teachers are seeking a boost in
salary ranges from about $3,500-
$5,900 to $5,000-$9,000 for
secondary schools. The right to
strike in the case of teachers and
other persons in essential public
services has been curtailed in many
parts of the country. By supinely
accepting their lot, teachers may—
and, in fact, probably do—allow the
teaching profession to become so
unattractive that no capable young
people will be attracted to it. And a
shortage of teachers is certainly not
in the best interests of the public.

– April 1958, The BC Teacher

30 years ago
The United States has witnessed

a major reorganization of the
educational structure for students in
the middle school years. The
number of middle schools has
grown from fewer than 500 in 1963
to more than 2,500 in 1977. The
most common reason given for
establishing the middle school was
over-crowding. Before we embrace
the middle school concept, we
should be very clear about its
projected goals, and plan
sufficiently to ensure that it is
correcting the educational ills that
make it worth considering. Any
change in the established pattern

offers the opportunity to make
fundamental improvements. In
considering the middle school, we
must be sure it can meet its goals,
so that it does not become another
development in education that
failed to live up to its promise.

– March-April 1978, The BC Teacher

10 years ago
It is wrong to connect school

systems with short-term economic
growth. Grade 5 students scoring
well on math tests are not
producing wealth. If school systems
were responsible for economic
prowess, then we would now be
looking to American schools as
models. I don’t see too many
journals touting the virtues of hiring
uncertificated teachers, neglecting
inner-city schools, and valuing
football over algebra. Schools are
important in cultivating the skills
that will enable students to
contribute to the economy, but
schools are far better at cultivating
the attributes of citizenship and
building communities that will
sustain democracy in a diverse
society.

– March 1998, Teacher
newsmagazine

Chris Bocking, Keating Elementary
School, Saanich

Teen philosophers?

Teacher newsmag:good news division
The BCTF is, necessarily, engaged

in defending public education,
students’ rights, and teachers on the
front line of teaching and learning.
That often means stories about
struggles with the government over
funding or FSAs and school
closures, or fights with school
boards over cuts and FSA marking.

It’s easy to get the impression
that everything involving public

education involves a fight or is
somehow negative.

But we know that simply isn’t
true—and we are determined to tell
the positive stories, too. Because it’s
the positive stories that give
people—including teachers—hope.

There are scores of them and we
need you to tell them—about
extraordinary teachers, about
creative student projects, about

students with special needs
overcoming their challenges, about
school boards and teachers actually
working well together, or where
superintendents stand up for public
education rather than parrot the
government line.

Positive stories. We know they’re
out there.

Send them in and we’ll publish
them (newsmag@bctf.ca).
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Some schools do close because
of declining enrolment. However,
that is not the case in the majority
of closings in BC. The current
decline of 5% to 6% in enrolment
since 2001 is predicted to level off in
2013 and begin increasing again in
2016. Last year’s predicted decline
of 7,000 turned out to be just 4,000.
The predicted decline over the next
year is just 1,000 students, less than
0.2%.

schools in Finland have more than
500 students, and no school has
more than 1,000 students.

Teachers are acutely aware of the
impact of the closures as they see
the impact on students, parents,
and their own ability to teach.
Catherine Alpha teaches in the
Sooke School District: 

“In Sooke, Metchosen Elementary
was the first school to be closed.
Metchosen is a small farming
community with roots that go back
to the 1850s. The great grandchil -
dren of those founding families are
still there.

“When that school closed, it was
really hard on the children but it
was also very difficult for the
parents and the community because
it wasn’t just the school, it was
community life that the school also
supported. It was a place that spoke
to history and helped the children
feel connected to the roots of the
land around them, and that kind of
thing is a powerful agent in building
the self-confidence of those
children.”

Opposition is growing
As more and more schools close

the alarm about the trend grows
with it. Almost every school district
in the province is facing school
closures because of the perverse
capital-funding rules imposed by
the provincial government. And in
virtually every case the closure is
opposed by teachers, parents, and
often local political leaders.

Cowichan is just one example of
many. People packed the Mercury
Theatre demanding that no more
Cowichan schools be closed and the
lands sold. Those at the meeting

Elementary School we are taking
away our trust and faith in the
system.” The opposition by the
community led the board to avoid a
decision by asking the education
ministry to appoint what amounts
to an overseer to take the heat off—
delaying the decision for yet
another month.

Vancouver Island now has an
organization devoted to stopping
more school closures.  LANDS (Let’s
Agree Not to Dispose of Schools) is
an ad hoc group that says it wants
to become a provincial organiza -
tion. Its spokesperson, Jessica Van
Der Veen, an Oak Bay resident, is
calling for a moratorium on the sale

of public school lands. “Communi -
ties are dealing with it on a com -
munity level instead of unit ing and
turning their faces to the province,”
Van Der Veen said. “They need to
combine forces.”

The issue is bound to continue
growing as the impact of the next
45 school closures sinks in and
boards face even more closures
next year. The opposition in the
legislature has been hammering the
government on the closures with
NDP leader Carole James and at

The closing of schools can
have a negative effect on
attracting new, young
employees who are raising
families.

Impacts of school closures
on students and parents

BCTF President Irene Lanzinger
hears countless stories of the
hardship caused by these closures:
“When students are displaced
because of school closures, they
often face longer days, travelling by
bus or family vehicle to a school
outside their community rather than
walking to the neighbourhood
school.” It also makes it harder for
students to participate in extra-
curricular activities or to receive
help after school from their
teachers. Parents find it harder to
volunteer or attend school events,
especially if they are working.

“The stories I hear from parents
throughout the province are
heartbreaking,” recounts Lanzinger.
“One six-year-old child spends 15
hours a week going to and from
school in Kimberley because her
local school has been closed.
Parents in the district, who were
once very active on a daily basis in
their children’s school, are now
unable to participate. Furthermore,
the roads can be very dangerous
between Wasa and Kimberley in the
winter and parents are very worried
for their children’s safety travelling
to school and back each day.”

The closures and the ever-larger
schools that result ignore the
benefits to students and parents of
small schools. Finland for example,
the country that scores the highest
in international tests, has many
small schools. In fact, only 3% of

Last year’s predicted decline
of 7,000 turned out to be
just 4,000. The predicted
decline over the next year
is just 1,000 students, less
than 0.2%.

included sitting NDP MLAs Doug
Routley and John Horgan but also
Mike Walker, a potential Liberal
candidate for the newly formed
South Cowichan provincial riding.
Cowichan elder Albie Charlie, a
survivor of resi dential schools, said,
“If we close the Koksilah

…it wasn’t just the school, it
was community life that the
school also supported. It was
a place that spoke to history
and helped the children feel
connected to the roots of the
land around them…

least six other MLAs demanding the
government address the issue. 

The school closure issue crosses
all political lines and social classes.
Canada is still a strongly communi -
tarian culture and the vast majority
recognize the importance of schools
to viable, dynamic communities. A
poll conducted for the BCTF by the
Mustel Group tells the story. Only
25% said “the cost effectiveness of
keeping the school open” should be
the most important determining
factor, while 67% said “The broader
role and benefit of the school to the
neighbourhood,” should take
“higher priority” in any decision
about closing a school.

As momentum builds on the
issue, it is easy to imagine what one
of the key issues will be in the fall
school board elections—and the
provincial election in May 2009. 

Murray Dobbin is an assistant direc-
tor, BCTF Communications and
Campaigns Division and acting editor
of Teacher newsmagazine.

Garibaldi: small school, big heart
By Gary Dobbin

There are many stories of parents
and teachers fighting to save their
schools—no school is closed
without affecting the lives of
families. The story of the fight to
save Garibaldi Annex is just one of
them, but one that involved the
whole community and a compre -
hensive plan on how to make the
school viable.

Last fall, the Vancouver School
Board (VSB) removed Garibaldi
Annex from the Educational
Facilities Review Process because
the senior management felt that
enrolment was so low— 41
students—that closing the school to
save money was a no-brainer. The
cursory process that followed gave
no chance for parents or the com -
munity to respond. On December
12, 2007, the District Management
Team (DMT) presented the board
with their recommendation to close
the school as of this June, but after

listening to the impassioned words
of parents, the board gave the
community three months to come
up with a viable proposal.

The community responded with
unprecedented energy, collabora -
tion, and good sense. Working with
the support of Frog Hollow Neigh -
bourhood House, PAC members and
community residents conducted a
survey of local families, held four
community meetings, formed a
Garibaldi Action Commit tee, and
gave a chance for all to suggest
ideas for keeping the school open
and financially viable.

The result is an innovative,
comprehensive, and financially
sustainable model that not only
complies with all of the most recent
VSB mission and values state -
ments—including the ECD Memo -
randum of Understanding—but
would actually be the first time that
ECD, childcare, and distributed
learning (a hybrid home-learning
model in which kids come for
classes two days a week) have been

integrated in a Vancouver school.
The model is unified by a theme of
Arts, Culture, and Sustainable
Community and by attracting new
children from outside the VSB,
which will generate new funding
from the Ministry of Education. 

The VSB met on the evening of
April 21 to look at the proposal. The
Garibaldi community had over 80
families (including about 15
children) at the meeting wearing
Garibaldi t-shirts and holding signs
and teddy bears. 

All trustees agreed with the VSB
Review Committee Report that the
educational criteria had been more
than met by the proposal, as had
the criteria regarding appropriate
use of additional space (by the
proposed Reggio Daycare). The only
question was the financial sustain -
ability of the model. The decision
will be made at the VSB open
meeting on May 5 at the VSB
offices.

Gary Dobbin is the executive director,
Frog Hollow Neighbourhood House.

CLOSURES from page 1

Teachers, parents, students, and concerned citizens rally on the steps of the BC Legislature on April 2, 2008 to protest school land sales and school closures. 
The protest was organized by a group of Vancouver Island parents—LANDS!—Let’s Agree Not to Dispose of Schools!

SYLVIA BISHOP PHOTO
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Education &
technology
Distributed
learning: Solutions
or new problems?
By Larry Kuehn

Is distributed learning an appro -
priate form of education for
students with special needs? That
was a central question posed in a
workshop facilitated by David
Comrie at the BCTF Equity and
Inclusion conference. Comrie is the
president of the BCTF Educators for
Distributed Learning PSA.

Distributed learning (DL) is a
catchall name for a range of educa -
tion offerings where the student and
teacher are at a distance. Although
most think of it as online education,
a lot of it is still text delivered by
Canada Post and some is offered by
video-conference.

Comrie told the workshop that
from his experience, students who
succeed in distributed learning have
three things in common: they have
self-discipline, good reading skills,
and adult support. Not many
students with identified special
needs have all three.

He expressed a concern that, in
some cases, schools are pushing
students who are a problem into
distributed learning programs rather
than addressing the problems.
While DL may be appropriate for
some, it is not for a high percentage
of students with special needs.

Comrie told the workshop
that from his experience,
students who succeed in
distributed learning have
three things in common:
they have self-discipline,
good reading skills, and
adult support.

It shouldn’t be a surprise that the
DL programs are sometimes used
inappropriately. The Ministry of
Education in its “vision” for distri -
buted learning says that it is
“specifically providing choice for
students who have restricted
options, especially students in rural
communities, students with special
needs, and Aboriginal students.”
(www.tinyurl.com/43672a)

That “vision” was challenged by
Marge Dumont, the chair of the
BCTF Aboriginal Education Advisory
Committee and a participant in the
workshop. She pointed to the diffi -
culty that her own daughter faced in
an online math course. In addition,
she told the group that many
Aboriginal students don’t have
access to a computer and the
Internet at home. She also
wondered what cultural and
language offerings DL programs
offer for the targeted extra funds a
district gets for Aboriginal students.

The mix of teachers, parents, and
school trustees in the workshop
expressed views that went beyond
the issues of equity and special
needs, with many contending ideas.

Many expressed concerns: It can
lead to the isolation of students. The
contributions students could make
to the school culture are missing.
DL is used to avoid problems, rather
than addressing them. Some
students just don’t get work done if
they don’t have the structure of the
classroom. The course completion
rates for online programs are better
than the old distance education, but
still less than for students in
classrooms.

While DL promises more options
for students in small schools, it can
also take away choices. A small
class might have enough students
to offer it face-to-face in the school,
but a couple of students opt for

Many participants said that they
had taken courses or whole masters
programs online and found it a very
positive educational experience.
However, they also pointed out that
adult learning and motivation is
different from many students in the
K–12 system.

A school trustee pointed out that
the Metro Branch of the BC School
Trustees Association had been
discussing distributed learning.
They felt that what was really at
issue in looking at distributed learn -
ing is the underlying philosophy of
education. The choice was framed
as one of whether the public school
is a community hub, or just a
collection of course credits. Is it a
collective social experience? Or is it
an individualist activity?

Larry Kuehn is director of the BCTF’s
Research and Technology Division.

What do you think? Join the
discussion on the BCTF website at
bctf.ca.

On April 3–5, 2008, teachers and
other trade unionists came together
at the BCTF and BC Federation of
Labour’s jointly sponsored human
rights/social justice conference held
in Vancouver. Rights, Not Wrongs:
The role of unions in creating a better
world keynote speakers included
Adele Blackett, Gillian Creese, Chief
Ed John, Stephen Lewis, Emmanuel
Rozental, Jinny Sims, and Paul
Shaker. Workshops ranged from
creating social justice unions to
justice for migrant workers. There
was a roundtable discussion on
organizing and a panel presentation
asserting that workers’ rights are
human rights. There was something
for everyone. 

Watching the conference
delegates gravitate toward the
display tables, in particular, the
display call “Stand for the Home -
less” was one of the highlights. The
Stand table, as it came to be known,
offered trade unionists kits for
creating their own Stands in their
communities (www.my-calm.info).
Homeless Stands have their roots in
the actions of the women in
Argentina whose family members
disappeared during the military
dictatorship between 1976 and
1983. They stood in the city squares
of Buenas Aires. Every week for
years they stood, demanding justice

Districts are put into
competition with one
another to get more DL
students so they get more
funding. The funding system
rewards administrative
entrepreneurship over
educational leadership.

Homeless Stands have 
their roots in the actions 
of the women in Argentina
whose family members
disappeared during the
military dictatorship
between 1976 and 1983.

By Jane Turner

What happens when you bring
together close to three hundred
members of various unions, all
members of the BC Federation of
Labour to discuss human rights and
social justice issues? Let’s just say
there was enough energy generated
on the conference level of the Hotel
Vancouver to light up the city for
about 10 days. Conference
participants listened, learned,
talked, debated, and networked for
two-and-a-half days. 

Districts are put into competition
with one another to get more DL
students so they get more funding.
The funding system rewards
administrative entrepreneurship
over educational leadership.

The promotion of DL led to
30,000 students signing up this year.
Because provincial education
funding was not based on that large
a number, the ministry changed the
funding formula in the middle of the
year. They redistributed money,
taking it from districts with no or
few students in DL and shifting
more to districts running big DL
programs. The mid-year funding
changes angered even school
district secretary-treasurers.

A number of participants talked
of advantages of DL. 

Paula Schmidt, a district PAC
chair, said we have to get on with
making online education work
because we have not just a genera -
tion of kids immersed in online
experience, but also parents of
young students who are computer
savvy. 

For some students, such as
serious athletes or artists, the
flexibility of DL lets them carry on
both intensive work and school.
That flexibility can be key for gifted
students who are not being
challenged in the regular program,
as well as other highly motivated
learners.

Many expressed concerns: It
can lead to the isolation of
students. The contributions
students could make to the
school culture are missing.
DL is used to avoid problems,
rather than addressing them.

online. Now the class is too small
and online is the only option for all
the students. 

Some secondary students are
using it to shop around, taking
courses online and in class so they
can choose the best mark. They
don’t have to tell the school or even
their own parents that they have
signed up for online courses.

The teaching demands can be
intense. The online teacher is
expected to be in contact with each
student individually and frequently,
and may be offering many different
courses. The ministry auditors
demand logs of online and phone
contact, valuing record-keeping
over educational outcomes. 

from the government. 
From the eagerness of the

participants for the Stand kits, it
was clear that this wasn’t just a
place to talk about social justice and
human rights. It was an opportunity
to get ideas for action. Over 44
members from different union
locals around the province bought
kits in order to begin their Stand
against homelessness. Keep a
watch out in your community for
activists standing with their blue
scarves and banners. Better yet, join
them.

Another highlight was the panel
presentation, “Workers’ rights are
human rights.” Chief Ed John,
Gillian Creese from UBC, and Dr.
Emmanuel Rozental from Columbia
all spoke of the interconnection of
human rights to their particular
topic. Chief John talked about the
struggle of Aboriginal people to
have their human rights recognized,
and the example of Australia, which
has recognized and apologized for
the historic wrongs done the
Aboriginal people of that continent.
He contrasted that to our federal
government’s opposition to the
United Nations resolution to
recognize the rights of Aboriginal
people worldwide. Gillian Creese’s
updated analysis of poverty
(www.tinyurl.com/53rjwa) showed
that the poorest among us are
recent immigrants, women, and
women of colour.  

Last on the panel was Emmanuel
Rozental, a medical doctor from
Columbia. His short, 15-minute
presentation brought people to
tears and to their feet with a
standing ovation. Rozental wove
the comments of Stephen Lewis, the
keynote speaker from the evening
before, the remarks of Chief John
and Gillian Creese into his
presentation on the need for social
justice activists to work together
and work quickly, as the fate of our
earth is hanging in the balance.
Connecting Stephen Harper’s
blockage of the United Nations’
attempt to declare water as a
human right, to the development of
the Alberta tar sands oil extraction,
Rozental described the urgency of
the need for people to take back
control of their rights so that we can
continue to inhabit our planet, not
destroy it. 

social justice lens as a tool to aid
union activists in their work
(www.tinyurl.com/6j3z6c). As Dr.
Paul Shaker, another keynote
speaker, reminded us that “being
social justice activists is in our own
self-interest” because it creates a
better world for ourselves and
others.

Jane Turner is an assistant director,
BCTF’s Professional and Social Issues
Division.

Chief John talked about the
struggle of Aboriginal
people to have their human
rights recognized, and the
example of Australia, which
has recognized and
apologized for the historic
wrongs done the Aboriginal
people of that continent.

Participants heard from Stephen
Lewis, Canada’s former United
Nations’ envoy. Lewis detailed the
litany of human rights’ abuses that
currently are taking place across the
globe. He closed with an exhorta -
tion for all of us to become human
rights and social justice activists.

In order to help participants
change the world, they heard a
roundtable discussion on how to
organize for social justice. Ten
panelists shared their stories, the
amusing to the overwhelming,
about doing grassroots organizing.
Some principles they identified
were: be respectful in your work—
”nothing about us without us” was
the slogan used, keep in mind that
we are part of a long line of
activists, find the strengths of the
people you are working with, value
those who are key, and have fun
and be creative in your organizing
work. The stories from the round -
table were rich and deep. Hopefully
they will help the participants make
those changes that we know are so
necessary. 

Everyone who gave a workshop
or interacted with others throughout
the conference spoke of the need
for unions and their members to
take on social justice and human
rights issues. The BCTF offered the

Rights, Not Wrongs
conference a great success

The display table “Stand for Housing,” offered trade unionists kits for creating their own Stands in their communities.
Over 44 members from different union locals around the province bought kits in order to begin their Stand against
homelessness.
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Global perspectives for healing and hope
By Marian Dodds

Visualize this. An ESL teenage
girl’s eyes welling up with tears and
a huge smile spreading across her
face as she enters your classroom to
the sound of marimba music from a
CD you purchased on a recent
vacation in Central America.
“Teacher, that music is from my
country!” she exclaims. Knowing
only that the music was lively and
energizing, you had chosen to play
it to introduce the day’s lesson. You
had purchased it from a street
vendor not knowing that it included
songs this lonely new ESL student
had not heard since she left her
homeland. Synchronicity is at play.
Of course, you later give her the CD
to play at home. In this scenario, the
subject was a unit of Latin Ameri -
can cooking in an ESL foods class,
but it could as easily have been
Spanish, tourism, English, social
studies, and so on. Imagine
expanding the use of the arts in
your classroom. 

Creativity is a powerful catalyst
for student engagement. It creates a
“welcome in” to our teaching con -
tent, but most importantly it con -
nects us to the wonderful human
beings who are our students. Taking
a creative leap, we never know
where a nerve may be struck and
social-emotional learning opens the
world to deeper connections. 

Foundational to global
education is caring and
compassion for people and
our planet, resulting in
conscious action toward a
better world for all.

Let’s get personal. Why did you
become a teacher? What triggered
your involvement in our noble
profession? Think back. I’ll bet it
had something to do with caring,
compassion, and justice as well as a
passion for an area of study. Maybe
you already are teaching from a
global perspective without even

being aware of it.
Foundational to global education

is caring and compassion for people
and our planet, resulting in con -
scious action toward a better world
for all. It means going further than a
charitable donation to a good
cause, looking deeper and getting
closer to the roots of the problems
that made such charity necessary in
the first place. We prefer to think of
global education in terms of core
concepts that define a global per -
spective rather than a stand alone
“subject.” While global education is
being taught as a subject through a
sprinkling of excellent and engaging
Board Authority/Authorized (BAA)
courses that are flourishing in some
districts, such courses reach a very
small number of students. Their
success is grounded in the passion
and commitment of individual
teachers, and these colleagues have
much to contribute to their peers as
resource persons in the field. 

Such efforts are applauded, but
consider this: every single teacher
in this province could choose to see
herself or himself as a global
educator by infusing a global
perspective into their own practice.

A global perspective enriches
teaching and mutually benefits
teachers and students. It is healthy
to recognize that our own world -
view may not be universally shared
and to develop receptivity to other
perspectives. At the recent BCTF/
BCFed Social Justice/Human Rights
conference, SFU Dean of Education
Dr. Paul Shaker urged his audience
of social justice activists to use the
arts and creativity in their work. He
suggested that working in social
justice is actually in one’s own
enlightened self-interest and made
reference to concepts from depth
psychology, including self-
actualization.

Shaker makes important points
for us to consider and that, I would
argue, global education, in part,
addresses. Looking deeper into our
own motivations and intentions as
educators and opening ourselves up
to the learning that our students

bring to us, enables us to expand
our world view and appreciate other
perspectives. Teaching from a
global perspective is rooted in
excellent teaching practice. It is
student-centered and co-operative.
It fosters both critical and creative
thinking. Key aims of global
education include understanding
the interconnections of systems,
perspective consciousness, deep
knowledge of the health of the

…every single teacher in this
province could choose to see
herself or himself as a global
educator by infusing a global
perspective into their own
practice.

planet, and the development of
skills to become involved in
meaningful, respectful, and
sustainable ways to create positive
change in the world. Workshop
facilitators notice that the sense of
inclusiveness that global education
supports resonates with our pre-
service teachers at BCTF Days on
Campus. We regu larly hear
experienced teachers speak of
leaving workshops re-energized
with new ideas for remodeling
lessons to make them more global.

Creative leaps may be risky but
are potentially very rewarding. Let’s
revisualize the ESL student who we
met at the start and imagine her
glowing heart-felt expression. A
student who understands that her
teacher sees her as a whole human
being with a rich background and
potential can mean the world to
both parties, blurring the boun -
daries between the teacher and the
taught, expanding world views in
the process. If we truly desire world
peace, international solidarity, and a
healthy, safe, and just world, what
better place to work than in a public
school teaching from a global
perspective?

Marian Dodds is an assistant director,
BCTF Professional and Social Issues
Division.

Tibetan Buddhist monks 
need your old ESL materials
By Carole Nakonechny

At Tergar Monastery, near Bodh
Gaya, India, 50 young Buddhist
monks, from ages 5 to 24 years, are
very enthusiastically learning
English. Their teachers from Canada
and the United Kingdom donate
their time and expertise. The
classroom blackboard is a gnarled
old piece of plywood painted black;
the students’ desks—the floor they
sit on. There are no basic supplies,

textbooks, or a photocopy machine.
Teachers use the world around
them and a lot of work to cobble
together curriculum.

As a retiring ESL teacher with
over 20 years experience, I intended
to make sourcebooks of my best
work to bring with me when I
joined the project. When I returned
to my old school where my
materials were being stored, there
was a moment of shock. My three
filing cabinets were gone, and I

learned that my 20-year career had
been accidentally recycled.

So I am now putting out a call for
help. We need ESL materials (0
literacy up to and including level
2/3 beginner)—favourite lesson
plans, worksheets, unit plans,
projects, books. All would be useful. 

Please contact Carole
Nakonechny, 302-2455 West 2nd
Ave., Vancouver, BC V6K 1J5, 
604-734-5063 (phone collect),
carolenakone@gmail.com.

Every drop is part of 
the wave: Getting started 
in global education
From 2002 to 2008, the BCTF

received project funding from the
Government of Canada through four
Canadian International Develop -
ment Agency (CIDA) Global Class -
room Initiatives. Funds have been
used to develop and support our
global education work throughout
BC.
As a result we have:
• developed three global education
workshops for BC teachers and pre-
service teachers: Global education:
In and beyond the classroom, Global
education for gender equality, and
Global education for a sustainable
future. Since 2004, over 150 of these
workshops have been delivered by
BCTF-trained volunteer facilitators.
View a PDF file about the work -
shops at www.tinyurl.com/3rt96m.
Contact the BCTF Training Depart -
ment to book a workshop for your
next conference or PD day.
• a cadre of 40 workshop facilita -
tors who continue to receive in-
service through online support and
attendance at symposia that enable

them to build connections with
university experts and NGOs
working in the field, expanding their
expertise by linking theory to
practice.

• a website for teachers to learn
about global education methodolo -
gies, explore a webliography with
hundreds of Internet resources in
the field, and download over 50 BC
teacher-created global education
lesson plans. Find this resource at
www.tinyurl.com/3zg8jw.

• mentored and supported over 60
BC teachers to develop global
education teaching resources. Use
the navigational tool found at
www.tinyurl.com/3zg8jw to search
by grade, subject, and/or
development theme.

• worked with SFU to establish a
graduate diploma program (Teach -
ing and Learning for Global Per -
spectives). Find details about this
diploma program in the Spring 2008
BCTF Social Justice newsletter
found at www.tinyurl.com/4lxsbx.

Reported elsewhere
Testing for tots 

While stadardized testing is a
major issue in BC and elsewhere in
Canada, it has not reached the
absurd levels evident south of the
border. The US federal government
spent $100 million over four years
testing four-year-olds. Thankfully,
as reported in Mother Jones, the
program has been axed—but the
story shows how ideology can
trump common sense. 
Full story: www.tinyurl.com/35mmcj

P3 school costs soar
In Alberta, the Stelmach

government’s estimated cost to
build 18 new schools in Calgary and
Edmonton under a public-private
partnership has skyrocketed 156%
to an estimated $512 million,
according to Treasury Board
documents unearthed by the
Liberals.
Full story: www.tinyurl.com/3btupt

Beyond bullying
Lisa Moy, writing in TheTyee.ca,

says: “I’m going to stop using the
word “bullying.”... I’m nervous that
a singular focus on bullying in
schools as a means of addressing
violence is ineffective and,
ultimately, unfair to young people.
Think about it for a second. How
many times, and in how many
ways, is the word bullying drawn
upon to explain the myriad of
relationship dynamics, conflicts,
complexities, and tragedies that

happen to, and between, students?”
Full story: www.tinyurl.com/ytffzp

Generation MySpace 
is getting fed up

Annoyed with the ad deluge on
social networks, many users are
spending less time on the sites
according to Spencer E. Ante and
Catherine Holahan in BusinessWeek.
Full story: www.tinyurl.com/3xyq49

What makes 
Finnish kids so smart?

According to this recent Wall
Street Journal article by Ellen
Gamerman, Finnish kids are some
of the smartest in the world. “High-
school students here rarely get
more than a half-hour of homework
a night. They have no school
uniforms, no honour societies, no
valedictorians, no tardy bells, and
no classes for the gifted. There is
little standardized testing, few
parents agonize over college and
kids don’t start school until age 7.”
Full story: www.tinyurl.com/346urp

The new online
omnivores

Laptops in class: Shutting out or
opening up? We teachers must
adapt to our wireless students says
BC teacher Crawford Kilian: “We are
now dealing with students who
have no memory of a pre-web
world. They live in the web.”
Full story: www.tinyurl.com/36s8ce
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Aboriginal education a working
agreement in Comox Valley
By Mary Lindsay

As another school year winds
down and the next one is in the
works, families across the province
consider changes that will impact
where and how their children
attend school. In the end, their
decisions are crucial because basic
education funding, as well as
supplemental resources, are tied to
student registrations; the former to
numbers and the latter to kids. In
the eyes of the Ministry of Educa -
tion, certain kinds of student
characteristics qualify for supple -
mental funding to promote
equitable access to learning. Being
Aboriginal falls into this special
category and brings additional
monies into a school district.
Consequently, student registration
in the BC public school system
generally asks parents to voluntarily
indicate if their child has Aboriginal
ancestry—to check the box on the
registration form, if applicable.
However, what significance does
this box of Aboriginal ancestry
have? In SD 71 (Comox Valley), we
are opening this box and seeing a
web of relationships that supports a
more holistic development of
Aboriginal students.

…enhanced funding is
intended to provide
“culturally appropriate
educational programs and
services to support the
success of Aboriginal
students.”

According to the Ministry of
Education, its allocation of
enhanced funding is intended to
provide “culturally appropriate
educational programs and services
to support the success of Aboriginal
students.” As a result of this
targeted funding, students in SD 71
have benefited from a variety of
excellent and worthwhile initiatives
such as Big House experiences, The
Queneesh Project (a video and
accompanying curriculum about a
local legend), community cultural
resources to schools, cultural
presentations, as well as academic
support from resource aides—
strengthening Aboriginal identity
and increasing non-Aboriginal
students’ awareness.

Still, the achievement of non-
Aboriginal students, as indicated by
enrolment in examinable secondary
school courses and graduation
rates, surpasses that of Aboriginal
students. In special education
categories, over-representation in
behaviour programs and under-
representation in the area of gifted -
ness are ongoing concerns. These
comparative data suggest that
strategies of “indigenizing” the
curriculum and deficit approaches
to teaching are not as effective as
anticipated in bringing about social
and educational equity for Aborigi -
nal learners. However, the
Aboriginal Education Enhancement
Agreement, another compensatory
strategy initiated by the Ministry of
Education, has been a more useful
process to uncovering Aboriginal
education.

An Aboriginal Education
Enhancement Agreement (EA) is a
working agreement between the
local Aboriginal community, a
school district’s Board of Education,
and the Ministry of Education. In
setting forth a collaborative partner -
ship in shared decision-making and

At the same time, collaborations
with Aboriginal Head Start (AHS)
grew. AHS, open in the Comox
Valley since 1997, had already
worked with SD 71 to make
transitions from their program to
regular Kindergarten as seamless
and comfortable as possible. With
the implementation of an Aboriginal
Kindergarten program, many
parents of AHS graduates elected to
enrol their children in regular
Kindergarten for the morning and
have them attend Aboriginal
Kindergarten in the afternoon. 

An Aboriginal Education
Enhancement Agreement
(EA) is a working agreement
between the local Aboriginal
community, a school district’s
Board of Education, and the
Ministry of Education.

specific goal setting, an EA is
primarily intended to improve
school success for Aboriginal
learners. As part of the develop -
ment of the first EA in SD 71
(October 2001), the repre sentatives
of the Aboriginal community as
constituted by the Aboriginal
Education Council (AEC) began to
more publicly and collectively
question the goals and processes of
public education. They asked why
so few Aboriginal children were
selected for Challenge, the school
district’s program for gifted
students. Low numbers perpetuated
perceptions of deficiency and
inferiority when in a society
giftedness, like intelligence, is a
cultural construct. They are
concepts built on characteristics
esteemed by a particular culture.
The AEC decided to support an
inquiry into what the Comox Valley
Aboriginal community valued in
terms of giftedness. Being a diverse
community, in itself, consisting of
First Nations status and non-status,
living on and off reserve, Métis and
Inuit all residing on the traditional
territory of K’ómoks First Nation,
the gifts would represent character -
istics and qualities esteemed by a
blended cultural group unique to
the Comox Valley. After two years of
consultation with local Elders and
community, the gifts of listening,
storytelling, spiritness, leadership,
and arts emerged. Subsequently,
with the implementation of an
Aboriginal Kindergarten in SD 71,
these gifts were to find a more
visible place in public education.

Aboriginal Kindergarten is sup -
plemental to regular Kindergarten
and is supported through Ministry of
Education funding for all-day
Kindergarten. Aboriginal students
are one of the focus populations.
The explicit mandate of Aboriginal
Kindergarten is to provide a
“culturally appropriate” program but
in some jurisdictions, a tacit agenda
of early intervention may prevail. In
SD 71, Aboriginal Kindergarten
teacher Susan Leslie, saw her role
and challenge in how to address the
culture directive as her students
come from diverse backgrounds
and she, herself, is from the
M’ikmaq Nation. Gifts served as a
foundation from which a program
would emanate and later could be
elaborated on to incorporate the
goals elicited from the second EA—
sense of belonging including sense
of place and identity, achievement
and holism, Aboriginal culture/
traditional values and wisdom
accessible for all students, and
leadership.

To further align AHS and
Aboriginal Kindergarten, Elders
have central and regular particip -
ation in Aboriginal Kindergarten.
The Aboriginal Kindergarten
program is now in its fourth year
and will become a full-day program
in September; merging regular and
Aboriginal Kindergarten compon -
ents. However, instead of the
provincial Kindergarten curriculum
being indigenized, the indigenous
curriculum will host the provincial
one.

Beyond Kindergarten, Aboriginal
learners feel welcome and are
academically successful in contexts
where educators have worked
mainly within their own divisions:
at elementary—early intervention;

at secondary—Aboriginal human -
ities, role model and leadership
programs, Ravens, and Nala’atsi
Alternate Program. However,
teachers in these programs are

…in a society giftedness, like
intelligence, is a cultural
construct. They are concepts
built on characteristics
esteemed by a particular
culture.

extending their learning communi -
ties. For instance, students from
Aboriginal Humanities at the middle
school engage with students in
Aboriginal Kindergarten. Secondary

students at Nala’atsi interact with
Elders as the program is housed
within the Wachaiy Friendship
Centre. Encouraged and supported
by the servant-leadership of Lynn
Joseph, teachers are reaching out to
disassemble conventional school
boundaries and seeking more
naturalistic learning relationships
with other Aboriginal peoples both
inside and outside the school
system. By doing so, threads of
Aboriginal education in SD 71—
gifts, Aboriginal values, community
goals, and relationships are seen
and strengthened in connection to
each other.

Mary Lindsay is a professor,
Malaspina University College and a
retired Comox Valley teacher.

(Top) Drumming in the Aboriginal Kindergarten classroom where children learn drum protocol and song. 
(Bottom) Aboriginal Kindergarten graduation/end of year. A parent has just shared a celebratory song from her nation
and everyone has paused to note the eagles soaring overhead.
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“Mon auteur préféré–
c’est un auteur francophone!”

New teachers’
conference

Par Alicia Logie

« Je déteste la lecture- surtout en
français! C’est ennuyeux!” «Je n’ai
jamais lu un bon livre en français”

Je ne sais pas combien de fois j’ai
entendu ce genre de commentaires
dans ma classe d’immersion au
secondaire, pour ensuite me
préparer à expliquer les avantages
de “lire même si vous ne l’aimez
pas!”. Ça fait déjà plusieurs années
que je n’entends plus ces commen -
taires, et je ne force plus les élèves
à lire par punition. Après tout,
combien de livres est-ce que j’ai
aimé qu’on m’ait forcé à lire? Puis-
je me rappeler plusieurs occasions
où, après avoir terminé un roman,
j’ai pensé avec enthousiasme
“Excellent! Maintenant je peux
écrire un rapport de lecture!” ou
encore “Quel plaisir! Un paquet de
questions auxquelles je dois
répondre!”. Je sais que ces tâches
auraient enlevé tout le plaisir de lire
un bon récit. Bien sûr, en enseign -
ement, nous ne sommes pas libres
de tout simplement faire ce qu’on
aime, ou ce que les jeunes aiment.
Nous nous intéressons surtout à ce
que nos jeunes APPRENNENT. Mais,
ces deux concepts, doivent-ils
s’exclure mutuellement?

Les élèves d’immersion,
peuvent-ills aimer la lecture en
français?

Un de nos buts en immersion est
de motiver les élèves à utiliser leur
français après que la porte de la
salle de classe se ferme derrière eux
pour la dernière fois. Dans ce
dessein, un des points d’accès le
plus simple est la lecture en
français.  Nous devons instaurer
chez les jeunes une passion pour la
littérature dans leur langue
seconde. Pas facile vous dites! Je
partage votre point de vue, mais
laissez les élèves et de bons livres
en français  vous convaincre que
c’est possible!

Il y a plusieurs années, inspirée
par le travail de Nancy Atwell,
enseignante américaine, j’ai
transformé ma classe en « atelier »
de lecture et d’écriture.  Les
concepts clés dans l’œuvre d’Atwell

: la modélisation, le temps, le choix,
et l’interaction avec le texte et entre
lecteurs. Sa philosophie a pour
cible, d’engager les adolescents
dans leur propre apprentissage en
littératie. Elle encourage les élèves
à faire ce que les vrais lecteurs
adultes font : choisir leurs propres
lectures, lire à leur rythme souvent
en partageant leurs pensées et leurs
commentaires avec d’autres
adultes et si le livre leur plait, le
recommander à un ami.

Pour les élèves c’est souvent le
contraire. L’enseignant choisit le
livre, (interdit de laisser tomber)
leur dit combien de pages à lire
chaque soir et ne leur donne pas le
droit de lire plus loin (même si le
livre est fascinant!) -une recette
parfaite pour qu’ils détestent lire en
français!

Le choix
Pour que les jeunes en immersion

commencent à aimer lire en
français, il faut leur donner un choix
de bons livres qu’ils auront
tendance à aimer!    Au début c’est
l’enseignant qui doit recommander
les bons romans mais, rapidement,
ce doit être les jeunes qui
commencent à recommander des
titres. Une communauté de lecteurs
se construit à force de les laisser
partager leurs critiques et leurs
intérêts. Ils découvrent la
pertinence de la littérature dans
leurs vraies vies!

Les élèves doivent avoir le droit
d’abandonner un livre qui ne les
intéresse pas ou qui est trop
difficile. Il est essentiel par contre,
que l’enseignant ou l’enseignante
continue à leur lancer des défis :
d’autres genres de livres ou un
roman encore plus difficile, et ce au
lieu de les laisser lire ce qui est le
plus facile. Le choix libre motive
plus souvent les jeunes à lire au
delà de leur niveau de lecture tout
simplement parce que le roman est
fascinant.

Avant tout, il faut que les
enseignants modélisent la lecture
de bons romans en français, en
lisant pour, avec et devant les
jeunes, les livres qui les intéressent. 

Enseignement explicite
Afin de montrer aux élèves

comment questionner leurs livres,
interagir avec le texte et les
comprendre à fond, je construis des
mini-leçons pour alimenter les
périodes de lecture et de discussion
en classe. Les sujets variés de ces

leçons viennent souvent
directement des questions et des
commentaires des élèves dans leurs
journaux de réflexion et non pas de
leçons de grammaire ! En effet les
romans existent plutôt pour
communiquer les idées et raconter
les histoires (pas pour démontrer les
structures grammaticales) les mini-
leçons traitent plutôt du style de
l’auteur, de la reconnaissance de
l’effet des mots choisis, de la
manière de trouver les thèmes du
roman, de l’interaction entre les
personnages et de la structure de
l’intrigue du livre. Avant tout, il faut
montrer aux élèves comment
réfléchir et parler de leur roman et
surtout comment en choisir un
autre qu’ils aiment encore plus.

Le temps
Et oui! Tout ce beau travail de

trouver le plaisir dans la lecture
nécessite du temps. Les jeunes ont
besoin de temps pour trouver les
livres qui font rire, qui font pleurer,
qui font peur, qui caressent le cœur
et qui stimulent l’imagination. Il leur
faut du temps pour découvrir les
livres qui les passionnent et ceux
qu’ils détestent et pourquoi.

Le temps consacré à la lecture en
salle de classe est essentiel à ce
processus. Trop souvent la lecture
devient un devoir et le temps
important en classe est réservé pour
les tâches importantes!

Si nous respectons la lecture
comme activité essentielle au
curriculum et encore, comme
habileté utile dans la vie, nous
sommes obligés de consacrer une
place importante à la lecture en
salle de classe. Le temps privilégié
pour les élèves de se perdre dans un
récit fabuleux, et dans un espace où
personne ne les dérange, pour une
petite demi-heure tranquille... Ces
moments n’arrivent pas souvent
dans la vie d’un adolescent!

Si on leur donne le choix, le
temps, une façon d’en parler et de
partager leurs lectures avec une
communauté de lecteurs aussi
engagés qu’eux, ils peuvent arrêter
de lire assez longtemps pour dire  «
Je ne pensais jamais que je pourrais
autant aimer un livre! Je ne peux
pas arrêter de le lire » (extrait du
journal d’un élève). C’est ce qu’on
veut comme enseignants
d’immersion n’est-ce pas? 

Alicia Logie, conseillère pédagogique,
Surrey.

US teachers losing ground on pay
According to a recent study by

the Economic Policy Institute in the
US, teachers in that country
continue to lose ground compared
to other university graduates. The
study, “The Teaching Penalty:
Teacher Pay Losing Ground” shows
that public school teachers in 2006
earned 15% lower weekly earnings

percentage points, from a relative
wage advantage of 14.7% in 1960,
to a pay disadvan tage of 13.2% in
2000. Among all public school
teachers the relative wage
disadvantage grew almost 20
percentage points over the
1960–2000 period.

There has been a substantial
erosion in teachers’ relative pay
over the last 10 years. Teachers’
weekly wages were nearly on par
with those paid in comparable
occupations in 1996 but are now
14.3%, or $154, below that of
comparable occupations. “In 15
states, public school teacher weekly
wages lag by more than 25%. In
contrast, there are only five states
where teacher weekly wages are
less than 10% behind, and no state
where teacher pay is equal or better
than that of other college
graduates.”

For the complete study go to:
www.tinyurl.com/3ys4vc.

By Mohamed Chelali

New teachers represent the
renewal of our profession and their
needs and interests are of utmost
importance to our society. The BCTF
New Teachers’ Conference is
designed to welcome, support, and
guide new teachers entering the
profession. It is one of the finest
professional development events
that one can attend. The conference
is always popular because the
presenters are almost all active
classroom teachers and they

volunteer their time and energy to
share their passion and knowledge
with their colleagues. The needs of
beginning teachers are different as
they enter the era of teaching in the
digital age. Beginning teachers not
only require initial assistance,
advice, and information, but also
need ongoing support during their
first few years of teaching.

This conference was designed to
explore best teaching practices,
current challenges, research, and
innovation. It is always the BCTF’s
goal to offer workshops that are
interactive, collaborative, practical,
analytical, and cover a range of
teachers’ needs from elementary to
secondary. They are also designed
to cover different subjects and
topics.

The 2008 conference featured
presentations on BCTF services and
interests such as wellness,
pensions, the collective agreement,
research, classroom management,
integrating students with special
needs, student assessment,
teaching and learning with
technology, and working with
parents.

Justin Look from Surrey was
impressed by the 2008 conference
offerings. “It was a good way to not
only attend helpful workshops but
to meet a wide array of teachers
with whom I could share informa -
tion and ask questions. It was great
to meet others in the field who can
inspire ‘newbies’ like myself. I was
glad to have a conference like this
right at the beginning of my career.” 

Ashley Filipe, new teacher from
Southeast Kootenay, explains “Just
looking around the room, I see
hundreds of other people just like
me—beginning teachers eager to
learn more, grow, share, interact,
and reflect.”

Unlike most 2008 conference
attendees, Trisha Shlakoff, from
Surrey, already has some teaching
experience and found the 2008
conference very helpful. “I only wish
I had taken this workshop prior to
my first-year teaching job, as there
were many ideas I could have used
in the beginning of the year.”
Student teacher Krystle Kalanj from
SFU was impressed by the quality of
presenters. “The conference
provided a sense of being
professionally valued. I attended a
workshop titled, New teacher triage:
practical ideas for creating the
dynamic classroom. It was brilliant.
The presenter provided experienced
insight and valuable resources. The
only downside was running out of
time.”

Who are the best teachers of
teachers? Teachers of course...just
ask them about their own learning.
Who inspired them to become
teachers? Who helped them when
they became teachers? To whom do
they constantly turn for advice?
Where do they get many of their
ideas? The most common answer is
almost universal—other teachers.
And this is why the whole theme of
the BCTF conference was partnering
for success—teachers helping
teachers. Once again, we had very
talented and skilled workshop
presenters. Susan Ruzic gave a
workshop on ADT/War Toys to
Peace Art. She said, “It is very
refreshing to work with teachers
new to the profession. They are very
optimistic and keen to try new
ideas.”

Most attendees affirmed that they
have gained a great deal of advice,
instruction, strategies, and practical
ideas that they can use directly in
their classes.

Teaching is a never-ending
story—it is a journey of passion and
hope.

“…I see hundreds of other
people just like me—
beginning teachers eager to
learn more, grow, share,
interact, and reflect.”

– Ashley Filipe
Southeast Kootenay

Beginning teachers teach from
the heart—they are the new guides
not only to teach but also to
stimulate and motivate. They know
how to instil in the minds of the
citizens of tomorrow the love of
learning and the passion of
education and social justice.

Mohamed Chelali is an assistant
director in the BCTF’s Professional
and Social Issues Divison and co-
ordinator of the BCTF French
Programs and Services.

Créer une passion
pour la lecture dans
une classe
d’immersion

Teachers’ weekly wages
were nearly on par with
those paid in comparable
occupations in 1996 but are
now 14.3%, or $154, below
that of comparable
occupations.

than comparably educated workers.
The report states that, “Recent
trends represent only a small part of
a long-run decline in the relative
pay of teachers. ...the pay gap
between female public school
teachers and comparably educated
women grew by nearly 28

Beginning teachers not only
require initial assistance,
advice, and information but
also need ongoing support
during their first few years
of teaching.

Amanda McGaughey, Coquitlam 
The workshop with Dave Comrie,

Dealing with difficult students, took a
valuable approach to its format by
examining our own personal stories
and cases and applying his ideas to
our unique experiences. It was a
wonderful change and a nice way to
experience a workshop.

Kim Daniels, Southeast Kootenay 
I have a practical “To Do” list and

great new ideas to try. The confer -
ence provided an opportunity to feel
like I’m not alone in what can be
such an overwhelming profession.
It’s a great way to meet new
teachers who are in the same stage
of their career as I am. A great
opportunity to network and share
resources.
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Teacher inquiry: Some 
new directions for the BCTF

Teacher Inquiry is a form of
professional development that
involves:
• reflection on practice.
• collaboration. 
• professional conversation—

accessing our own knowledge
and the knowledge of peers.

• moving out of individual and
isolated space.

• extending understanding of
practice through critical
discourse.

• planning and initiating some
form of action for change.

• distributed leadership.
A new report “Teacher Inquiry in

the BCTF: A focus for supporting
teachers’ professional development”
has recently been produced by a
working group with reps from local
presidents, PD chairs, several BCTF
committees, and BCTF staff. The
report links inquiry to BCTF goals
and objectives as contained in the
“Support for Teaching and Learning
Action Plan.” It also reviews recent
literature and considers how to
support teacher inquiry in more
BCTF locals. Check out the report
on the Teacher Inquirer web page:
bctf.ca/publications/Teacher
Inquirer.aspx.

Other Teacher Inquiry 
at the BCTF
Pilot projects in three BCTF locals
VESTA—exploring inclusion and
equity issues

The VESTA inquiry project
emerged through the union’s call for
teachers who wanted to pursue
their interest in the area of
inclusion. Eight teachers who
articulated questions about various
aspects of inclusion were invited to
an initial meeting. The first meeting
generated an animated discussion
about the challenges of teaching
diverse learners, especially without
the needed supports in place and
with too many needs in one place.
Teachers have met several times
this year and have decided on a
range of approaches in which they
reflect on and discuss meeting the
needs of diverse learners. One
interesting discussion emerged
around the issue of being part of a
“leaderless” group. The teachers
talked about how they so rarely had
the opportunity to direct their own
professional lives that it was not an
easy or a comfortable role to slip
into. The VESTA inquiry group has
met four times and has set up a
schedule of monthly meetings. 

North Vancouver—using inquiry,
specifically collaborative dialogue
models, to sustain a culture of
professional development that
fosters teaching and learning
practices

This pilot study engages teachers,
school administrators, the NVTA,
BCTF, district co-ordinators, and
senior administration in a common
inquiry around what a system can
do when its staff works together
around a common goal: to promote
ongoing, powerful professional
development that will sustain the
work of the district’s five-year
Instructional Institute with Barrie
Bennett. Collaborative conversa -
tions, led by members of the pilot
group and held in schools and
groups throughout the district, have
been the main strategy for assess -
ing the use of the teaching strate -
gies and for surfacing key

Some teachers are
celebrating their professional
experiences through
publishing their narratives in
Voices of Teaching, Teacher
Inquiry, Fraser-Cascade,
Teacher Research in the
Backyard, and Teaching for
Social Justice.

professional approaches to use in
expanding the circle of teachers and
schools involved with this work.
Some of the questions being
considered include: How can we
build community within our own
school? How do we get all members
of an educational community to feel
valued in order to promote dialogue
and make everyone feel empower -
ed? How do we overcome barriers
in order to make collaboration
happen? What are the conditions
that promote powerful learning
environments? The group will meet

six times and are preparing to host
a joint session, using conversation
model, at the culmination of their
inquiry.
Kootenay-Columbia—considering
how to support new teachers in
secondary schools

In the Kootenay-Columbia
project, the inquiry group is a
younger group of teachers, and
demonstrates that union-led inquiry
can attract new and younger
teachers into union offices and
activities. The areas of focus have
ranged from the pragmatic (teach -
ing strategies and district policies)
to a more esoteric discussion on the
future of teaching, using a chapter
from an Andy Hargreaves book
(Teaching in the Knowledge Society)
as a basis for discussion. Meetings
alternate between the local teacher
association office and a school
district centre, and both the local
president and the district assistant
superintendent have been involved
in setting up the program and
supporting the group.

Program for Quality 
Teaching (PQT)
Background

The BCTF’s Program for Quality
Teaching (PQT) provides teachers,
through the process of peer mentor -
ing and collaborative inquiry, a
framework within which they can
engage in inquiry of their own and
each other’s professional teaching
practices. Supportive, learning-
focused mentoring gives teachers
an opportunity to assess current
practices and to thoughtfully adapt
elements of new programs into
their classrooms.

It is through this approach to the
study of teaching that discovery of
new educational knowledge
emerges for the benefit of immedi -
ate colleagues and teachers else -
where. The PQT also provides
opportunities for sharing profes -
sional knowledge gained by
practitioners acting as classroom
researchers through action research

and models of teacher inquiry.
PQT is based on the principles of

collegiality, mutuality, and suppor -
tive professional relationships.
Participants become equal partners
in pursuit of strengthening their
practice and advancing their
profession.

In addition, the PQT develops a
network of teachers who are
interested in sharing the results of
their professional explorations
beyond their immediate colleagues.
Many teachers practicing PQT gain
a deeper understanding of the
practical, theoretical, and personal
meaning of their approaches to
teaching through structured,
systematic action research projects.
Some teachers are celebrating their
professional experiences through
publishing their narratives in Voices
of Teaching, Teacher Inquiry, Fraser-
Cascade, Teacher Research in the
Backyard, and Teaching for Social
Justice. PQT provides a natural
forum where teachers might share
the results of their classroom
research with other teachers, and
thus expand the professional
dialogue beyond the school. 

BCTF research projects 2007–08
• A Vancouver Elementary school
staff’s inquiry into their use of
interactive whiteboards. This is a
joint project with UBC faculty.
• Mentoring/professional
conversation project for resource
teachers, Kamloops (2008) 
• An inquiry study of teacher
leadership (2008). In this research
we are linking teacher leaders from
BC with an Aboriginal teacher
leader in Hobart, Australia, and a
deputy principal in Scotland. All
three teachers are working within
the teacher union in their respective
countries.

New Teacher Inquiry web page
launched by the BCTF

This web page provides a place
for teachers to publish their inquiry
reports, as well as accessing
information about Teacher Inquiry.
While still at a very formative stage,
the Teacher Inquirer was launched
with reports from teacher research -
ers in Chilliwack. Check out the new
web page:bctf.ca/publications/
TeacherInquirer.aspx.

– Charlie Naylor, Nancy Hinds 
Jane Turner, Marian Dodds

Social responsibility
through the Coin-spiracy

The Coin-spiracy is a social
responsibility program designed for
schools and youth groups. The
program allows children the
opportunity to give and receive
kindness, realizing that even a
small act of kindness has positive
ripple effects for the giver and
receiver. The Coin-spiracy is an
excellent way for a school to
achieve their social responsibility
goals and celebrate the social
responsibility activities already
taking place.

In joining the Coin-spiracy, the
school, class, or individual student
commits three acts of kindness: one
for self, one for the environment,
and one for another. The recipient
of the third act of kindness is then
invited to join the Coin-spiracy, and
receives the symbol of the Coin-
spiracy, the gold-coloured kindness

coin called the “UNI” (short for the
universal nature of kindness).
Subsequent coin holders join the
Coin-spiracy tradition by also
committing three kind acts and
passing the UNI along to the
recipient of their kind acts...and so
the UNI travels along, inspiring
kindness along the way.

Each UNI coin is uniquely coded
and its travels can be tracked on its
own journal page on the Coin-
spiracy website. Since 2002, UNI
coins have inspired kindness in over
45 countries.

Encourage your school to join the
Coin-spiracy and create a greener,
happier, healthier world one kind
act at a time!

Visit www.investinakinderworld.
com for further information or 
e-mail info@kindacts.net.

Registrations for the 2008–09
school year are being accepted. 

“This program taught us very
valuable lessons. It showed us how
one act of kindness goes a long way
and how being kind to others is a
gift that makes everyone feel much
better. It feels really nice to make
the world kinder. We encourage
everyone to participate in this
program. We had a lot of fun and it
made us aware of how important it
is for each of us to help make the
world a better place.” – Student,
Champlain Heights Community
School, Vancouver 

Healthcare workshop:
The price is right?

Check Your Head: the Youth
Global Education Network and the
BC Health Coalition have teamed up
to offer a new youth engagement
workshop that gets youth thinking
about public healthcare. 

Should healthcare be a right for
all or a privilege for some? This
workshop engages participants in
interactive activities that ask the
questions: What do youth believe
makes a healthy community? How
does Canada’s public healthcare
system work? and What does
private participation in healthcare
mean for public health? Youth will
learn how to take action to ensure
healthcare is accessible for all.
Healthcare made fun (finally!)

Check Your Head also offers a
train-the-trainer workshop, which
equips educators with the knowl -
edge and resources to facilitate the
workshop on their own.

These fun and interactive
workshops are available until the
end of June, so book now! Each
workshop runs approximately one
hour and 15 minutes and the
maximum is 30 participants per
workshop. Check Your Head
facilitates workshops in the Lower
Mainland and beyond! 

Call or e-mail CYH:  Check Your
Head 604-685-6631 or
healthcare@checkyourhead.org

South Park School:
Memories Through the
Decades

This book written by teachers
Debbie Marchand and Linda
Picciotto, tells the history of South
Park School in Victoria. The school
was built in 1894, before the
Empress Hotel and the legislative
buildings were completed. The
heritage building is the oldest in
Western Canada that has been in
continuous use as a school.

The book contains many interest -
ing and entertaining memoirs
collected from former students and
staff, which give readers a feeling
for the school and community at the
time. The earliest is from 1900 and
the latest from 2007. The authors
used many photographs from
school archives and linked the
school stories to local, national, and
global history through the “Facts
and Events” sections. It is the
history of a school, but also the
history of education from the late
19th century to the present.

A selection of quotes from the
memoir sections will give readers
an idea of some of the contents.
Note the quote from 1969: NDP
Leader Carole James was a student
at South Park in the late 1960s. Her
memoir describes her first political
action, a strike to protest girls not
being allowed to wear pants to

school.
1907:  “...so each Friday the girls

walked over the rocks, wearing
aprons and carrying pot holders.”

1916:  “There was hardly a day that
he wasn’t strapped for some mis-
demeanor.”

1930: “He was so good looking, and
besides he held a lot of spelling
bees.”

1946: “...it was necessary to heat up
the horse-hoof glue to make it
useable.”

1969: “...walked out of the school
and went on strike.” [student
Carole James]
The publication, a 196-page

“coffee table” book, was made
possible in part by grants from the
Victoria Foundation and the City of
Victoria. The cost is $25 (including
taxes) and it can be purchased at
South Park School (508 Douglas
Street in Victoria) or from Linda
Picciotto (250-598-3450) or Debbie
Marchand (250-598-1588). See our
website at www.southparkbook.ca.

The Kootenay-Columbia project group (above) is a younger group of teachers,
and demonstrates that union-led inquiry can attract new and younger teachers
into union offices and activities.

CHARLIE NAYLOR PHOTO

Yours for the asking
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Teachers from across the
province—some 700 strong—flowed
into Vancouver for the 2008 Annual
General Meeting, held at the Hyatt
Hotel from March 15 to 18. It was a
rich and busy four days as delegates
struggled to get through dozens of
resolutions. They didn’t manage to
get through them all—many were
left for the next Rep Assembly—but
many critical issues were dealt with
and decisions made. Among the
more significant:

Elections
• Irene Lanzinger was elected

president for a one-year term.
• Susan Lambert was elected first

vice-president for a one-year
term.

• Jim Iker was elected second vice-
president for a one-year term.

• Michelle Davies, Fred Robertson,
and Robert Tarswell were elected
for two-year terms. 

• Gail Chaddock-Costello was
elected for a one-year term.

• Rebecca Blair, Patricia
Gudlaugson, Carole Gillis, and Jill
McCaffery will be completing
their two-year terms.

Leadership report
Recommendation 1—Priorities for
2008–09
That the priorities for 2008–09 be:
1. To improve classroom conditions

in BC schools through reductions
in class sizes/caseloads and
increased support for inclusion
and class composition that sup-
ports effective teaching and
learning.

2. To actively involve members in
municipal and provincial elec-
tions and to ensure that support
for public education is a vote-
determining issue in the May
2009 provincial election.

3. To enhance the work of the BCTF
in professional development and
to assert the professional auton -
omy of teachers and our primary
role in all professional issues.

4. To achieve greater equity in our
schools and society through a
strengthened social justice net-
work and inclusion of a social
justice lens on all of our pro-
grams and initiatives.

5. To actively involve the member-
ship in preparation for our next
round of bargaining, including
the training of new bargainers,
with the intent to improve work-
ing conditions, salary and bene-
fits, and health and welfare of
teachers.

Political action
Recommendation 13—Provincial
Election

That the Federation develop a
campaign leading up to the May
2009 provincial election that:
1. publicly highlights teacher con-

cerns about classroom condi-
tions, professional concerns
about curriculum and assess-

ment, and social concerns about
equity and inclusion.

2. seeks to make public education a
vote-determining issue in the
election.

3. ensures a high level of local and
member involvement in all
aspects of the election.

4. co-ordinates BCTF efforts with
those of community groups and
labour.

Recommendation 14—Public
Education Defence Fund

That $3,000,000 be transferred
from the Collective Bargaining
Defence Fund to the Public Educa -
tion Defence Fund for the 2008 –09
fiscal year to support the BCTF
campaign.

Aboriginal education
Recommendation 2—Standardized
Testing

That the Federation endorse the
following principles regarding the
impact of the proliferation of testing
on Aboriginal children.
Professional statement as
Aboriginal teachers:
• We believe the misuse and over-

use of standardized testing fur-
ther discriminates against
Aboriginal children and rein-
forces negative stereotypes.

• We believe paper-and-pen testing
does not acknowledge the gifts of
our children.

• We believe this is a colonial tool
that perpetuates negative feelings
and undermines our children’s
ability to learn.

• We believe there is a problem
and more testing will not address
our children’s needs.

• We believe our children are enti-
tled to equal access to and
appropriate support for their suc-
cessful high school completion.

• We believe we need to focus on
strategies and solutions to help
Aboriginal children.

Membership fee 
for 2008–09
Recommendation 9

That for the 2008–09 membership
year, the fee for those who are
members under By-law 1.1(a) shall
be 1.45% (same as last year) of the
actual salary of the member,
allocated as follows:
• 1.31% to the General Operating

Fund
• 0.06% to the Collective

Bargaining Defence Fund
• 0.05% to the Public Education

Defence Fund
• 0.02% to the Provincial

Bargaining Fund
• 0.01% to the Contingency Fund
except that the fee for active
members who are teachers on call
shall be 0.36% of the actual salary of
the member allocated in the same
ratio as above.

Honorary life
memberships

Honorary Life memberships in the
BCTF were conferred upon Kit
Krieger (West Vancouver), Don
Reader (Vancouver Elementary),
and Carroll Whitwell (BCTF staff).

where they went to school. And all
this is before factoring in the power
of one-on-one tutoring.”

Bracey used the AGM opportunity
to continue his debunking activity,
looking at the frequent comparisons
of US education results with those
in Asian countries. His main argu -
ment: Asian students are trained to
do well on tests, American students
are judged on a much broader basis.
As an example he quoted Tharman
Shanmugaratam, the minister of
education from Singapore:

“We both have meritocracies.
Yours is a talent meritocracy, ours
an exam meritocracy. There are
parts of the intellect that we are not
able to test well—like creativity, a
sense of adventure. Most of all,
America has a culture of learning
that challenges conventional
wisdom, even if it means challeng -
ing authority. These are areas
where Singapore must learn from
America.”

Bracey argued that Singapore,
which does so well on tests,
produces very few of the world’s
top-ranked scientists, engineers, or
researchers.

To what extent this description of
US education still applies may be
open to debate, but Bracey’s
analysis will resonate with teachers
across Canada resisting the testing
and accountability agenda of right-
wing provincial governments.
Standarized tests, like the FSAs in
BC, are an intellectually impover -
ished method of assessing a child’s
progress not only as a student but
as a critically thinking citizen
engaged with the world. Bracey has
made a list of qualities and
characteristics not measured by
tests.
Personal qualities not measured by
tests: Creativity, critical thinking,
resilience, motivation, persistence,
curiosity, question asking,
endurance, reliability, enthusiasm,
civic-mindedness, self-awareness,
self-discipline, empathy, leadership,
compassion, courage, cowardice,
sense of beauty, sense of wonder,
sense of humour, resourcefulness,
spontaneity, playfulness, humility,
arrogance.

Listing these untested educa -
tional measures might just be an
exercise that Education Minister
Shirley Bond and BC’s school
trustees could usefully engage in.

AG
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Keynote speaker
dissects the testing
agenda

One of the keynote speakers at
the AGM was Dr. Gerald Bracey, one
of America’s most determined and
effective critics of an education
system obsessed with standardized
testing and struggling with the
effects of decades of underfunding.
On his website (www.america-
tomorrow.com/bracey), Bracey
introduces himself and his work as
follows:

“Welcome to the Education
Disinformation Detection and
Reporting Agency (EDDRA). EDDRA
is dedicated to analyzing reports,
dispelling rumors, rebutting lies
about public education in the United
States.

An example of what I expect to
accomplish here: On March 24,
1999, reports appeared calling the
outcomes of home schooling
“amazing” and “fantastic.” ...the
report was largely a publicity stunt
by the Home School Legal Defense
Association. The study was legit,
but, given the demographics of
those involved, it could be argued
that home schoolers are under -
achievers. The parents taking part
in the study were affluent, well-
educated, and living together; 98%
were two-parent families. Their kids
would have done well no matter

Dr. Gerald Bracey

MURRAY DOBBIN PHOTO

MURRAY DOBBIN PHOTO
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went was to the BCTF building. My
mother, Marion Runcie, was on the
Executive and so we stopped at the
BCTF Executive meeting on the way
home from the hospital! When I
became a teacher I couldn’t wait to
be an AGM delegate. 

My first AGM was just as great as
I had imagined it would be. The
debates were fascinating. I learned
so much about important education
issues. As a member of the BCTF’s
Teachers Teaching On Call Advisory
Committee, I enjoyed discussing
TOC issues with delegates from all
over the province. It was
encouraging that this year there
were so many younger teachers
including the second-generation
delegates. This is very important
because so many activists will be
retiring in the near future.”

– Alex Peters (Burnaby)

“This was my 15th AGM, but my
first time as a delegate. I have fond
memories of attending the AGM as
a child: running up the down
escalators of the Hyatt with Alyson
Worboys (daughter of former BCTF
President Neil Worboys and Jackie),
anticipating and then excitedly
watching the results of many
elections and contemplating the
numbers as the chair announced
them. (I never quite understood
what “spoiled” meant). After the
sessions we sat in the hospitality
suite late into the night listening to
Viewpoint folks sing union songs.
With those as memories, how could
you not want to be a BCTF activist?”

– Anna Chudnovsky (Vancouver)

Geoff Peters teaches at Lord 
Baden-Powell Elementary School,
Coquitlam.

AGM delegates
vote to leave the
Canadian Teachers’
Federation
By Irene Lanzinger

The BCTF is leaving the Canadian
Teachers’ Federation (CTF)—the
result of a decision made at the
Federation’s Annual General
Meeting. The Vancouver Elementary
School Teachers’ Association and
the Vancouver Secondary Teachers’
Association brought the following
resolution to the AGM:
That:
1. The BCTF withdraw forthwith

from the Canadian Teachers’
Federation and, concomitantly,
that the BCTF work with other
teachers’ unions within the
Canadian Labour Congress to
establish a representative teacher
organization.

2. All related policies and proce-
dures in Section 6 of the
Members’ Guide to the BCTF be
rescinded.

3. The BCTF seek its own member-
ship in Education International,
independent of the Canadian
Teachers’ Federation. 
The resolution passed and as a

result, effective August 31, 2008, the
BCTF will no longer be a member of
the Canadian Teachers’ Federation.

The BCTF played a key role in
initiating the formation of the
Canadian Teachers’ Federation in
1920. Throughout our history, we
have been supportive of a national
organization that brings together
teacher organizations across this
country to discuss issues of mutual
concern, to support each other in
times of crises, and together to
represent the views of Canadian
teachers in international gatherings
of teachers. We continue to support
this concept.

Over the past seven or eight
years, however, the BCTF has
struggled with our membership in
the CTF. We understand and
appreciate the differences amongst
the various teacher organizations
that are members of the CTF. Every
organization has its own culture
and set of historical experiences
that shapes them politically and
socially. That is why we gained
some comfort when the CTF re -
structuring several years ago was
based upon a consensus model of
organizational representation that
was inclusive of all organizations
with cost matters being determined
on a weighted vote. It was this
concept of inclusivity, regardless of
an organization’s politics, that held
some promise. 

In spite of what one might assess
as positive reasons for continuing to
work within the CTF there are two
fundamental reasons that are at the
root of the AGM’s decision to with -
draw our membership. Those are

the issues of the escalating costs of
membership and the failure of the
promise of ensuring fairness and
equity for all member organizations. 

When the Ontario Secondary
School Teachers’ Federation left the
CTF, the national organization was
faced with a major financial crisis.
While some adjustments were made
to reflect the reduced revenue,
ultimately the fee increases were far
in excess of inflation and seemed
intended to restore the CTF to its
former role and function. The CTF
Task Force on Structures and
Governance decision that CTF
should be an umbrella organization
of teacher organizations was never
realized in decisions regarding what
programs and services would be
appropriate in such an organization.
The BCTF and other organizations
expressed concerns about expendi -
tures, but fee increases continued to
pass at annual general meetings.
This left the BCTF with major,
escalating expenditures (in excess
of $800,000) over which we had
little influence. 

During the earlier part of this
decade, the BCTF was dealing with
major budgetary problems of its
own caused by a significant loss of
members due to government con -
tract stripping. We found little
sympathy at the CTF table for our
continued attempts at advocating
cost-reduction measures for CTF.
We know that other member
organizations of CTF have had
concerns about the increasing costs
of belonging to CTF. 

The promise of fairness and
equity for member organizations
emanating from the findings of the
CTF task force was intended to
ensure all member organizations of
the CTF would find their role recog -
nized and appreciated, regardless of
their specific views on issues. Yet, in
practise, this promise has failed to
materialize. The CTF’s Executive
Committee currently has not a
single representative from the four
western provinces of BC, Alberta,
Saskatchewan, and Manitoba. If the
CTF really intends to be an inclusive
umbrella organization, it needs a
governance structure more in
keeping with that role.

The BCTF will continue to work
with individual teacher organiza -
tions on issues of common concern.
We will support our colleagues in
any province or territory when they
are faced with regressive legislation
or attacks by their governments or
with the need to take strike action.
It has been said many times that if
there were no CTF, teacher
organizations would create one.
Perhaps the BCTF leaving the CTF
will prompt the kind of debate and
discussion worthy of determining
the nature of any national organ -
ization of teachers that might
continue to exist. 

Irene Lanzinger is BCTF president.

Peruvian teachers’ president inspires

Julia Enriquez, the women’s
secretary of the Peruvian teachers’
union, SUTEP, gave an inspiring
speech to the assembled BCTF
delegates and her story of the
determination of her colleagues to
defend education was one of the
AGM’s clear highlights. Put beside
the struggles of Canadian teachers,
the Peruvian union’s battles seem
formidable. Yet, underlying both are
the same neo-liberal policies of cuts
to social programs, demonizing
teachers, and trying to break their
unions. It’s a matter of degree, not
substance. The assault on teachers
began with former president Alberto
Fujimori (who was imprisoned in
2007 for abuse of authority).
“Education was turned into a
commodity...” under Fujimori, said

Enriquez.
Private schools proliferated,

along with private teacher training
institutes that were in effect
“certificate factories.” The result
was 180,000 unemployed teachers
as authorities hired the less well-
trained.

The current government of
Peruvian President Alan Garcia
brought in a law making education
an “essential service.” When the
teachers went on a strike that was
now illegal, the leaders of the union
were thrown in jail for a time. The
government imposed a College of
Teachers on the union but when the
union put up its own slate for the
board and won, the government
ensured the college was ineffective.

The government also imple -
mented voluntary unionism and
refused to collect union dues, or
pension contributions, forcing the
union to sign up individual teachers
(of whom there are 360,000 in Peru,
with 100,000 in Lima alone). 

Teachers remain extremely
popular in Peru and the illegal strike
brought the Garcia’s popularity
down by 25 percentage points.
Neither side is giving up. The latest
tactic by the government is to
completely deregulate teaching
declaring that you don’t need a
certificate to teach—meaning that
potentially, anyone can do the job.

L-R Back row: Members-at-Large Patricia Gudlaugson (Vancouver Elementary), Jill McCaffery (Mount Arrowsmith), Michelle
Davies (Central Okanagan), Robert Tarswell (Princeton), Carole Gillis (Kamloops Thompson), Fred Robertson (Vancouver Island
North). Front row: Gail Chaddock-Costello (Langley), 2nd Vice-president Jim Iker (Burns Lake), President Irene Lanzinger
(Vancouver Secondary), 1st Vice-President Susan Lambert (Burnaby), Member-at-Large Rebecca Blair (Creston Valley).

Julia Enriquez

Long-time activist
parents and their
daughter/delegates

Anna and David Chudnovsky

Jennifer and Chris Johns

Alex and Geoff Peters

Kimberley and Carol Rees

Andrea and Louise Thibodeau

John  and Jennifer Wadge

Katie, Neil and Jackie Worboys
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BCTF renewal: 
A family value

Second generation
teacher activists

By Geoff Peters

Organizations that want to thrive
and remain dynamic have to renew
themselves. Activists, after all, retire
like anyone else and when teachers
retire their teacher activism goes
with them. The AGM highlighted the
process of teacher activism renewal
by featuring a number of second
generation activists—seven young
delegates—most there for the first
time as elected reps, who were
continuing a family history of
activism.

The conference chairperson, Barb
Parrott (Vancouver Elementary)
welcomed the daughters of two past
BCTF presidents, five past or current
BCTF Executive members, local
table officers, and long-time AGM
delegates.

So what inspired these young
teachers to activism and what did
they think about the AGM experi -
ence this year? Here are a few
responses:

“Coming from a family of teacher
activists, some would say it was in
my blood, but I saw how hard both
of my parents had to work and
wanted nothing to do with it! I soon
figured out I couldn’t fight nature,
and have been teaching in a
primary classroom for the last three
years. I felt that the 2008 AGM (my
first) was an excellent experience
for a new teacher...and a rather
confusing one at the start! The AGM
experience provided the opportunity
to converse with others around the
province which is helpful coming
from a rural local. I was honoured
to be able to sit beside my father,
Chris Johns, during his last AGM.
Happy retirement Dad, and thanks
for passing on the teaching activist
gene.”

– Jennifer Johns (Cranbrook)

“Going to the AGM was
something I always looked forward
to when I was a child. It must run in
the blood, or maybe it is because
after I was born, the first place I
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On December 18, 2007, teachers
around the province woke up to
media stories about the apparent
“seizure” (some even tossed the
word kidnapping into the mix) of a
teacher at North Oyster Elementary
School in Nanaimo. The teacher
was Roxanne Harris, a member of
the Chemainus band and a teacher
of Grades 4 and 5. Over the next
few days the media terminology
changed and the initial confusion
and alarm faded away as it was
revealed that the seizure was part
of a traditional Coast Salish
ceremony that involved escorting a
reluctant initiate to the traditional
Long House. 

already spoken to the school
principal and kind of pre-arranged
it, saying that I wouldn’t be there for
the following week, all I could think
was—what about my job? I was
thinking of the kids.

I just, at the first second I was like
“no,” reluctant to go. And then I
realized that, it’s just going to
happen, so I thought ok, here I go. I
didn’t really put up a big fuss.
Stewart: Has participating in this
cultural experience affected your
relationship with your teacher
colleagues?
Harris: The first day back was kind
of off, but after that, and kinda
telling them what I could and then
kind of having one-on-ones with a
couple of other people. It’s like
running a marathon, it’s really hard,
but then you get through it. When I
did come back, I felt really
welcomed by the kids because they
knew where I went and they were
probably there... Even the non-
Aboriginal kids were accepting.
Stewart: How has the experience
affected your relationship with your
teacher-colleagues at your school?
Your students?
Harris: I was worried at first how
the teachers were going to accept
me back to the school knowing
what had happened but it was just
like after a couple of days back at
work, it was back to normal and
back to the routine... It was just a
matter of clearing the air a little bit
when I got back and explaining to
them.
Stewart: The union filed a
grievance—how do you feel about
that? Was it done on your behalf?

Harris: Like my safety wasn’t ever
really jeopardized, they need to step
back and look at the situation for a
second, instead of reacting so
quickly. It goes back to our culture,
you kind of step back, look at
what’s going on first before you

By Helesia Luke

When the controversy erupted
recently about one million dollars of
playground grants randomly dis -
tributed through a lottery process
run by the BC Confederation of
Parent Advisory Councils (BCCPAC),
I have to admit I was not surprised.

Over the years, I have been
concerned about a lack of financial
information from BCCPAC and its
reluctance to answer questions
about its financial situation. When
financial statements are presented
at BCCPAC AGMs, it is common for
someone in attendance to “call the
question” after only a few members
have had a chance to raise
questions about the organization’s
finances.

Because of this practice, BCCPAC
has answered very few questions
about its finances, questions such
as:
• Why is the organization so

extraordinarily dependent on
government funding (over 70% of
BCCPAC’s revenue comes from
government grants)?

• Why does BCCPAC carry over
large, unrestricted surpluses each
year when, typically, government
grants must be spent prior to
March 31?

• How has the organization carried
out numerous publicly funded
projects during a period of time
when its number of paid staff
declined?   
Last spring, after a string of

Ministry of Education funding
announcements for BCCPAC, I
decided that a deeper inquiry into
BCCPAC’s financial position was in
order. I initiated a Freedom of
Information (FOI) request. This
request turned up much more than I
expected.

I was looking for documents that
would be generated in the course of
carrying out the work of developing
and running a project. These
documents, I hoped, would provide
a more detailed picture of how
BCCPAC was using millions of
public dollars. 

Instead, the information I re -
ceived painted a startling picture of
an organization awash in cash with
little or no reporting requirements
and few staff members in place to
carry out meaningful work.

Over three years, BCCPAC
received more than $4 million from
the Ministry of Education. This
included three contribution agree -
ments—two in the amount of
$268,000 for core operating
expenses and $85,000 for The
Advocacy Project. Both core-
funding agreements require
BCCPAC to “co-operate with the
Province in making such public
announcements regarding the
services and the details of this
agreement as the Province
requests.” As “the collective voice of
parents” it seems a bit at odds that
BCCPAC would agree to co-operate
with the province on announce -
ments and meet with the province
to review its role, objectives, and
activities. Surely, it is parents who
should be reviewing the role of a
parents’ organization.

As I mulled over BCCPAC’s good
fortune in receiving ever-increasing
core funding during a period of
intense cuts to public education, I
read through the additional infor -
mation in the package. Here was
the biggest surprise—20 Letters of
Award issued from the minister’s
office between May 2004 and March
2007 amounting to a whopping
$4,004,000.

These single letters covered a
range of topics from $150,000 given
for “improving student achieve -
ment” to $600,000 for “developing a
multiyear parent leadership
program.” Most of these letters
contained few if any conditions. All
required BCCPAC to acknowledge
the province’s largesse. The last
Letter of Award in the package
stated that a grant of $1 million was
being advanced for “developing a
grant program to enable PACs to
purchase playground equipment”
and that “a cheque for that amount
is enclosed.” 

Surely, these single-page,
sparsely worded letters were not the
only documents related to $4 mil -
lion of spending by a government
normally preoccupied with account -
ability. Referring back to my original
request for work documents, I had a
series of follow-up calls with
ministry staff.

In those calls I asked for reports
about these projects:
• How was the money spent? 
• What were the outcomes? 
• Is there a proposal from BCCPAC

related to the $1 million for play-
grounds?

• Is there a plan for how to distrib-
ute it? 
No, I was told, on all counts. We

understand your request, ministry
staff said, but they had sent me all
the documentation about this
funding that they had on file. The
only other documents I might be
able to obtain, they said, were
photocopies of the cheques made
before they were mailed. Even
BCCPAC’s financial statements were
not on file with the ministry despite
their contractual option to ask for
them.

According to BCCPAC’s recently
posted annual report, the organiza -
tion has cash assets of over $2.4
million and revenue in 2007 of over
$1.6 million. With a small staff and
a volunteer board it is hard to
imagine how this small organiza -
tion is going to carry out any of the
projects for which they received
funding.

After this story broke, so to
speak, a few weeks ago in The
Vancouver Sun, ministry staff called
the reporter to say they would be
providing further documentation
related to this spending. To date, the
ministry has not been able to shed
more light on how these financial
gifts were managed and why this
particular organization is situated to
receive millions in funding for
programs it seems ill-equipped to
deliver.

Coincidentally, a few days after
The Vancouver Sun story appeared,
BCCPAC’s president announced a
new grant program for parents
wanting to hold a “parent education
day” that includes a session on
crystal meth. Interestingly, funding
for this program—$500,000—was
advanced to BCCPAC over two years
ago, in March 2006, yet this seems
to have been the first public
announcement that grants were
available.

We still don’t know what, if any,
other programs were delivered with
the millions of dollars expended.
Unfortunately, my search for a
clearer understanding of how
precious public education funding is
spent in this area has raised many
more questions than answers.

Helesia Luke is a parent and public
education advocate.

Exclusive interview with Roxanne Harris

I went reluctantly at first,
because I was kind of
shocked. I was just told that
it was my time to go. It’s that
initial shock, and I think
that’s part of the ceremony.

As it turned out, the principal and
the school board were aware the
event was going to happen but
other teachers were not. Much has
been written about the events of
that day and the developments that
followed, but Roxanne Harris has
never told the story from her
perspective. Teacher newsmagazine
asked Christine Stewart, assistant
director in the BCTF’s Professional
and Social Issues Division—and
Aboriginal herself—to interview
Harris about the events and their
impact.
Stewart: Perhaps we could just
start by asking you to describe the
events of that day, as you
experienced them.
Harris: Not many people witnessed
it, and so a lot of third-hand or
fourth-hand knowledge had gone
out. The principal knew before I got
initiated that it was going to
happen, and so she arranged it so I
would never be in front of a
classroom. I was probably about 10
steps from the doorway, and I went
reluctantly at first, because I was
kind of shocked. I was just told that
it was my time to go. It’s that initial
shock, and I think that’s part of the
ceremony.  

Not knowing that my parents had

...what I got from our union
rep, it wasn’t about the
culture, it wasn’t about me,
it was about a safety issue. 

Harris: It was a safety issue
whether our ceremony should take
place in the school, or whether it
was just...what I got from our union
rep, it wasn’t about the culture, it
wasn’t about me, it was about a
safety issue. One teacher said to me
that, “we were just worried about
your safety.” 
Stewart: What would you have
liked the union to do—how should it
have responded in your view?

I feel protected by the union,
that feels good, because in
an independent school you
don’t have that, you don’t
have a union. To me I really
do feel good that I belong to
the NVTA and the BCTF.

talk, but it’s just like they got the
ball rolling and didn’t stop to think
first. I mean I feel good working in
the district, I feel protected by the
union, that feels good, because in
an independent school you don’t
have that, you don’t have a union.
To me I really do feel good that I
belong to the NVTA and the BCTF.
Stewart: Do you have any advice
for the BCTF and your local union
about how to develop policy that
can respect both human rights and
Aboriginal culture, so that this kind
of misunderstanding does not
happen again?
Harris: I wonder if there is a
willingness to learn. I don’t know, I
don’t sense that. I think in that
sense there needs to be more
learning because if you are standing
there teaching and 60% of your kids
are Aboriginal and 40% are from
Chemainus First Nation, well
shouldn’t all of the staff in the
school have some understanding
about the Coast Salish Culture?

I just think if they should have
something like this again, maybe
they should have someone they can
consult with, even if it was just with
the district, phone the Aboriginal
principal, say that this and this and
this happened, or speak to an elder.

And I should state for the record
that I don’t mean to offend anyone
by talking about it. I also want to
say that I consulted with my family
before doing the interview and they
thought it would be good to set the
record straight.

– Christine Stewart

International Women’s Day celebration
By Carol Tirk

On March 10, 2008, in the far
north of British Columbia, in the
small town of Fort Nelson, female
teachers came together to celebrate
International Women’s Day. The
event was organized by two young
teachers—Lindsey Kingsfield and
Karla Duchene—the co-
chairpersons of social justice for
their teachers’ association.

In her welcome to the women
gathered that evening, Kingsfield
said, “When Karla and I were freshly
appointed social justice chairs
trying to decide what we were
going to do at the beginning of the
school year, we both agreed very
early on that we wanted to do
something to honour the women
we work with. We both felt that this
district was probably the best place
we could have chosen to work in
for our first couple years of teaching
because of the tremendous sense of
camaraderie we felt from day one.
Never have I meet a group of
women so willing and eager to
make new staff feel welcome and
supported. I believe that we share a
unique experience working in this
district where competition is
replaced with compassion and
indifference with a desire to help

each other succeed at our jobs.
“This sense of compassion and

camaraderie is not lost when deal -
ing with our student body. Women
in this district work tirelessly
coaching teams, hosting clubs, and
staying after school to offer students
additional help so that they may
succeed. We are not a group of
women who fear change, we adapt
and develop curriculum and lessons
as needed and work together to
provide students with the best
experience we can. We are educa -
tors and this work we love will
continue to make a difference in the
lives of our students. Happy
Women’s Day 2008 and thank you
for all the hard work you do!”

Kingsfield and Duchene had
asked veteran Fort Nelson teacher
Kim Tofte to deliver a keynote
speech that evening. Kim Tofte has
been teaching in the northern
regions of BC since 1982 and is well
known for her wit, humour, and
insights. She provided this
background. “It wasn’t until the late
1960s that women were allowed to
teach while being pregnant and
showing. It was in the early 1970s
that women were regularly using
Ms. and not Miss. Wages were not
the same as men’s until the early
1970s. In the 1980s, fewer women
were going into teaching as more

professional occupations were
beginning to open up for women.”

Tofte also spoke about the
changes she had seen over time in
Fort Nelson where women have
assumed jobs that were
predominantly male in the past.
Women are teaching senior math
and science courses and women
have become principals. Fort Nelson
even has a female superintendent.

The women in attendance
enjoyed a wonderful turkey dinner
and then, adorned with glow-stick
necklaces, marched to town and
back celebrating what women have
accomplished and thinking about all
the things that still need to happen
or change. 

In addition to the International
Women’s Day march, Kingsfield and
Duchene organized a food and
clothes drive at the secondary
school, a raffle for door prizes at the
dinner, and the lighting of tea lights
to support the women’s shelter in
Fort Nelson.

Congratulations to these two
young women activists who
accepted a position in their teacher
association, applied for a social
justice grant, and organized this
community event.

Carol Tirk is an assistant director in
the BCTF’s Field Services Division.

Behind
closed
doors: BCCPAC’s
questionable
finances
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“The true journey of discovery
lies not in seeking new land -
scapes but in having new eyes.”

– Marcel Proust 

By Hilary Spicer

I recently attended a Canadian
Studies Conference at the University
of Havana, sponsored by the
Canadian Embassy. The focus was
on Cuba/Canada collaboration, a
diversity of topics being presented
and discussed ranging from the
Trudeau/Castro relationship and
Canada’s role in Latin America, to
educational projects that currently
exist between Cuban and Canadian
institutions. Dianaleis Mores made
a passionate presentation about the
BCTF project and its impact on
education in Santa Clara, where she
teaches. As I listened, I was again
inspired by the impact that this
project has had on many of us here
who have had the privilege of
participating on a BCTF team,
working with Cuban teachers on
establishing communicative
language learning/teaching
classroom communities. I also
realized how strong the roots of this
project are, and how far reaching
the effects. There are several
projects that are currently going on
in Cuba because of the relationships
established through the BCTF
initiative, in Santa Clara and in
Pinar del Rio.

The Instituto Pedagogico Superior
Felix Varela in Santa Clara has,
since 2003, been encouraging each
of its language teachers to be
trilingual—Spanish, English, and
French is being required of all
graduating language teachers. With
consistent collaboration from
Alfredo Camacho Delgado, who
visited us in Vancouver in 2006,
Simon Fraser University has been
sending teams of student teachers
to Santa Clara since 2005. Students
who choose to participate in this
initiative, live on the Felix Varela
campus, participate in Spanish
classes, history lectures, and a
diversity of cultural events, as well
as focussing on a one-month
French teaching practicum in a
Cuban secondary school. Each SFU
student teacher is partnered with a

Cuban student teacher with whom
they prepare, present, and reflect on
their evolving second-language
teaching principles. Generous
colleagues from BC’s Lower Main -
land have donated a wide range of
French materials that are used at
both the Instituto and the secondary
school. Santa Clara is the only
location in Cuba where such a
project is taking place and en
français. Comments from students
include: “The Cuba project allowed
me to grow as a person and a
professional and develop values
that will stay with me forever.” “My
Cuba experience enabled me to take
a step back and for a time view the
world from a different angle,
through another’s perspective.”

Lasting friendships have been
formed through this SFU experi -
ence, with new teachers from both
Canada and Cuba continuing to

continue their language studies
when they have frequent opportuni -
ties to listen, view, and eventually,
read creative works in the target
language and respond to them in
personal ways.” 

The result of this conversation
was an international conference co-
chaired by Juan Silvio Cabrera
Albert and I: Language and Culture:
Building Bridges through the Arts.

Workshops focussed on how to
integrate theatre, poetry, painting,
and literature into our teaching of
language. The Language of Theatre,
Creative Writing through Imagery,
and Choreographing Grammar were
among the topics presented. A
major goal was to create interactive
sessions, often held in an art gallery
space, a theatre space, thus involv -
ing participants in a “through-the-
arts” environment. Field trips to
community art projects were a part
of the four-day program, offering
participants the opportunity to
experience the power of the arts in
a community centre, as well as the
effects that art is having among
Down Syndrome young people
through a project called Amor y
Esperanza (Love and Hope).

Some comments from partici -
pants from Mexico, Italy, France,
Canada, and Cuba included: “The
emphasis on culture, broadly
conceived, was fantastic, as was the
effort to move us away from the
traditional academic conference
model.” “What I found inspiring was
the contact with so many people,
art everywhere, the quality of the
sessions and the settings, so much
artistic talent, and also concrete
academic ideas.”

We are currently planning a
“Language and Culture: Building
Bridges through the Arts” No. 2 for
April 2009.

These are a few of the projects
and events going on in Cuba today
because of the BCTF/SNTECD
collaboration. The networking
among Cuban and Canadian
teachers and educators is strong,
the friendships and collaborative
possibilities continue to grow
thanks to this project. Merci!
Gracias! Thank you!

Hilary Spicer is a BCTF Cuba project
member and adjunct faculty associ-
ate, Simon Fraser University.

By Larry Kuehn 

When it comes to developing cell
phone policy there is great reluc -
tance by the groups that have the
authority, such as ministries of
education and boards of education,
to make systemic policies. That may
be a good thing. Broad policies can
impose in ways that are inconveni -
ent or damaging and with a rapidly
evolving technology, the policy
process is generally too slow to
really be on top of issues. On the
other hand, individual teachers may
wish for someone else to make a
rule that deals with the negative
aspects of cell phone use. Enforcing
externally set rules can be easier
than having to create the rules—
especially if students find different
rules as they go from class to class.

distractions showed up in schools.
Like the other toys, the cell phone,
iPod, and PSP simply need to be put
away. The only difference? Some
teachers and some students may
find educationally sound uses for
some of these devices and some
teachers and students will while
away their time on YouTube! 

3. Cell Phone Policy for Kalamalka
Secondary School in SD 22 presented
to students February 4, 2008: 
Cell phones have become a signifi -
cant disruption to the learning
environment at KAL Secondary.
Each day instructional time is lost
due to cell phone use, e.g., talking,
texting, games, etc. In order to
reduce this disruption to the learn -
ing environment; the following
policy has been created. Staff,
students and parents have been
consulted and they have provided
input in the development of this
policy. 
Acceptable use: Students may use
their cell phone ONLY during NON-
instructional time, in or out of the
building. This means that students
are NOT permitted to use their cell
phone during instructional time, i.e.,
teaching time, in or out of class -
rooms, including hallways and
washrooms.
Consequences of unacceptable use:

• If a student is found using
their cell phone during instructional
time anywhere in the building, a
staff member may confiscate the
cell phone. 

• All confiscated cell phones
will be turned in to the office, and
the student may retrieve the cell
phone at the end of the school day. 

• After the third confiscation of
a student’s cell phone, a parent/
guardian must meet with the
administration to have the cell
phone retrieved. 
Staff process for handling 
confiscated cell phones: 

1. Bring confiscated cell phones
to the office. 

2. Place cell phone in envelope,
with student name, your name, and
date of confiscation. 

3. Place envelope in cell phone
box.

4. Clerical staff to record student
name on log book, documenting
student name and date of
confiscation.

5. Student may retrieve cell
phone at the end of the day—after
3:00—from the office. 

6. Upon third confiscation,
administration contacts
student/parent-guardian to arrange
a meeting to discuss the student’s
cell phone use and retrieve the cell
phone.

For the whole policy go to:
www.tinyurl.com/2lnfld

So what do you think? Are rules
necessary? If so, why? What should
they be? Who should set them?
Join in the conversation at
www.tinyurl.com/26md2m.

Larry Kuehn is the director of the
BCTF’s Research and Technology
Division.

Each SFU student teacher is
partnered with a Cuban
student teacher with whom
they prepare, present, and
reflect on their evolving
second-language teaching
principles.

strengthen the bridges initially
constructed through the BCTF.

The University of Pinar has
become another offshoot of the
initial BCTF team visit there in 2002.
There have been contributions to
the Social and Humanistic Sciences
diploma program offered to English
teachers from around Pinar
province. The focus of the BC
courses has been reflective practice
and transformative inquiry as
essential ingredients in our
teaching/learning practice.

In a conversation with a Univer -
sity of Pinar language teacher, the
integration of the arts into a
language course as a powerful
component was discussed. The BC
Language Curriculum has always
stressed that “students learn a
language most efficiently when they
experience and enjoy the language
through music, film, video, poetry,
and other forms of creative expres -
sion. Students will be motivated to

BCTF Cuba project

What you said about
cellphones in the classroom

No one, including most stu -
dents, would disagree that
there should be some degree
of respon sible use of
electronic devices but are
district- or school-wide rules,
notoriously difficult to
enforce, the right response?

In the January/February 2008
issue of Teacher, we published an
article (www.tinyurl.com/26md2m)
on cell phones and asked you to
add your comments. Here’s what
three of you had to say:

1. And the issue isn’t merely
about cell phones: the same thing
applies to MP3 players and cameras
in general; what sort of rules are
appropriate, necessary, and realis -
tic? No one, including most stu -
dents, would disagree that there
should be some degree of respon -
sible use of electronic devices but
are district- or school-wide rules,
notoriously difficult to enforce, the
right response? As soon as your
back is turned, out come the
devices. How much time should you
spend enforcing a rule? Some
teachers, myself included, don’t feel
that this is any more difficult or
problematic than any other conduct
challenges: your classroom, your
rules. No hats means no hats, no
gum means no gum. I would add, in
favour of more flexible or
classroom-based rules, there are
times when black-and-white rules
are counter-productive. Specifically,
I sometimes like when my students
have headphones on because their
effort and focus sometimes
increases. When I need them to
listen I rarely, if ever, have a prob -
lem getting them to remove the
ubiquitous earbud.

2. I agree with the above post—
issues will change however, class -
rooms, in one form or another, will
remain and teachers will need to set
expectations. I have found that
although many want a quick knee-
jerk reaction to technology in the
classroom (“I heard that a student
took a picture of Mrs. So-And-So
when she was yelling at her
students and posted it on some
website!”) my reality has been no
different than the one slightly over
20 years ago when the first portable
cassette players (ghetto blasters!)
then the Walkman, and other

HILARY SPICER PHOTOS

(Top) Students sing both the Canadian and the Cuban national anthems.
(Above) A Cuban student teacher and an SFU student teacher, pictured here with two Cuban students,
team up to prepare, present, and reflect on their second-language teaching principles.
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Health and safety
Support the Public
Compensation
Coalition
By Mark Keelan

As you may be aware, in 2002 the
provincial government made drastic
changes to the Workers Compensa -
tion Act. Compensation paid for
wage loss was cut, opportunities to
appeal WorkSafeBC decisions were
reduced, compensation for chronic
psychological injuries was all but
eliminated, and the inflation
adjustment on benefits was
changed to Consumer Price Index
minus 1%. All of these changes take
money away from injured workers
and put it in the pockets of
employers.

The change that is having
perhaps the most significant long-
term effect has to do with pensions
awarded to workers who suffer

The Liberal government’s
changes to the way
permanent disability
pensions are awarded have
resulted in a huge reduction
in benefits paid to disabled
workers.

permanent disabilities as a result of
workplace injuries. In general, prior
to 2002, permanent disability
pensions took two factors into
account. First, compensation was
awarded for the extent to which the
disability prevented the worker from
fully functioning. For example, a
person who lost an arm was
probably prevented from doing
many of the things that she or he
could previously do. The disability
award provided some compensa -
tion for the difference. Second,
compensation was awarded for the
loss of earnings that resulted if the
disabled worker was not able to
return to the job she or he previous -
ly held, or to a job that provided
earnings similar to those earned
prior to the injury. Of course, since
the disability was permanent, the
disability pension was paid for life.

The Liberal government’s
changes to the way permanent
disability pensions are awarded
have resulted in a huge reduction in

benefits paid to disabled workers.
The criteria for awarding loss of
earnings pensions have been
narrowed to the point that it is
almost impossible for an injured
worker to get compensation for loss
of earnings. In 2002, 927 loss-of-
earnings pensions were awarded. In

In 2002, 927 loss-of-earnings
pensions were awarded. 
In 2006, the number 
dropped to 39.

2006, the number dropped to 39.
The average value of a loss-of-
earnings pension in 2002 was
$198,000 and in 2006 it was
$100,300.

The Canada Pension Plan pro -
vides a modest pension for people
who are totally disabled. Prior to
2002, workers who became totally
disabled due to workplace injuries
and who were eligible to claim the
Canada Pension Plan Disability
Pension could receive those benefits
in addition to their WorkSafeBC
pensions. The Liberal government’s
changes now reduce the WorkSafe -
BC pension by 50% of the amount of
the worker’s Canada Pension Plan
Disability Pension. Because
WorkSafeBC pension benefits are
non-taxable and CPP pension
benefits are taxable, the effect on
disabled workers’ disposable
incomes is compounded.

A group of British Columbia
activists has decided to take action
to attempt to restore permanent
disability benefits and pensions to
pre-2002 levels. The Public
Compensation Coalition (PCC) has
produced a variety of resources,
including a fact sheet, a back -
grounder, pull-tabs, posters, and
other materials to help educate
British Columbians about the issue
so we can fight back against the
devastating changes to the
compensation system in this
province.

The following two scenarios are
featured on the PCC website:

Scenario 1
Susan is a 37-year-old personal

care aide earning $34,000 a year.
While leaving the house of a client,
she slips on an icy sidewalk, badly
injuring a disc in her lower back.
Susan is no longer able to handle
the heavy lifting at her job. She

secures another job as a light
housekeeper that pays only $20,000
per year. Susan lives to age 85.

Scenario 2
Edward is a 43-year-old

warehouse worker earning $42,000
per year. One day, a pallet he is
loading collapses, breaking bones in
his right ankle. After extensive
rehabilitation, Ed is still unable to
perform his warehouse job.
Eventually, he finds another job that
pays him only $32,000 per year.
Edward lives to 85.

You may be surprised to know
that the combined lifetime financial
loss to these two workers due to the
Liberal government’s legislative
changes is almost three-quarters of
a million dollars. Check out the PCC
website: www.tinyurl.com/2xyexe, to
see how that is possible.

At the BCTF Executive Commit -
tee’s March meeting the following
resolution was passed:

“That the BCTF endorse the
Public Compensation Coalition’s
campaign to restore WCB loss of
earnings benefits and pensions and
that they encourage locals and
members to support the campaign.”

What can BCTF 
members do to help?

Look at the PCC’s website. Sign
the online petition. Order materials
from the PCC and give them to
colleagues, family members,
friends, and neighbours. Talk to
people about the issues and
encourage them to fight back.
Contact your MLA and tell her or
him that you expect support for the
campaign to return WCB permanent
disability benefits and pensions to
at least the level they were prior to
the 2002 legislation. Ask your local

The Public Compensation
Coalition (PCC) has produced
a variety of resources,
including a fact sheet, a
backgrounder, pull-tabs,
posters, and other materials
to help educate British
Columbians…

to sign on as a PCC supporter. You
might even want to make a
financial contribution to the PCC to
assist them in this important
campaign.

Mark Keelan is the BCTF’s Health
and Safety officer for prevention.

PCC website: www.
tinyurl.com/2xyexe

By Moira Mackenzie

Recently, the Vancouver Sun
editorial pages brought to light the
story of a principal in Texas who
threatened to kill a group of science
teachers and himself if the standar -
dized test scores did not improve,
finishing his comments with, “You
don’t know how ruthless I am.” 

While we may be used to the
stranger-than-fiction stories coming
out of the US, we can fully expect to
see more here at home as the
government strives to import
American-style education schemes.
The recent FSA saga, for example,
brought to light a few strange tales
made in BC. 

The new e-component of the
FSAs created its own set of
tales, which would be
laughable were it not for the
frustration teachers and
students experienced.

In the face of teachers’ resistance
to marking the FSAs, school dis -
tricts began trying to pull teachers’
onside with offers of money, hotel
rooms, meals and refreshments. In
a particularly novel approach, one
school superinten dent encouraged
teachers to sign up for a Markathon
for Charity, wherein the funds the
board received for marking would
be donated to a charity in the
community. 

The new e-component of the
FSAs created its own set of tales,
which would be laughable were it
not for the frustration teachers and
students experienced. We do know
that the ministry piloted the e-
component ahead of time. What we
don’t know is how on earth there
could have been so many 
e-problems in a process that was
anticipated, planned, tested, and
promoted well ahead of the fateful
testing period. 

Some of the e-foul ups, reported
by teachers around the province
were:
• students having to try eight or

nine times to log on and begin. 
• the wait time on the program

causing students to double click
in impatience, only to find that a
double click logged their class-
mates out, and the process had
to begin again. 

• students who didn’t press sub mit
at the end of the e-compon ent,
could return to working on the
test at home. 

• the questions and text being
completely out of sync in the split
screen questions about reading
passages.

• students and teachers in districts
in the Mountain time zones
beginning the test but having it
all crash as soon as the rest of
BC logged on. 

• the FSAs knocking out the
BCeSIS system at the critical
semester turn around time. 
Then there was the case of the

“bad words” on the ministry web -
site. As reported in the press, well
into the testing period, parents
began expressing concern about the
naughty language that showed up

when various PEN numbers were
entered to log in. One has to
assume that it was not e-frustration
at the ministry that led to this
situation and was more likely
someone from outside getting

…parents began expressing
concern about the naughty
language that showed up
when various PEN numbers
were entered to log in.

around the system intending to set
up a prank. However it happened, it
certainly called into question the
reliability and security of the pro -
cess and results, especially when
coupled with the many e-botch-ups
outlined above. The ministry,
strangely quiet as the many prob -
lems were reported publicly, even -
tually made reference to “logistical
problems” in the administration of
the online components of the FSA. 

Moving beyond logistics into
dynamics, it was interesting to note
the types of response administrators
gave to parental requests to opt
their child out of the FSAs. The
positions ran the gamut from insist -
ing there was no ability to opt out to
advising that students be kept home
for the FSA period to accom -
modating the request respectfully.
However, one tale best exemplifies
what can happen when FSA pres -
sure runs amok. An elementary
teacher reported that in one school,
the parents of a handful of Grade 7
students had requested that their
children be opted out. In response
the principal met with the students
to tell them that they had to write
the tests or an upcoming dance,
students’ council meeting, and
extracurricular activities could be
cancelled. It was also reported that
these parents and many other
parents were understandably upset
with this reaction and, as a result,
three quarters of the parents in the
class wrote requesting that their
child be exempted as well. 

…the principal met with the
students to tell them that
they had to write the tests or
an upcoming dance,
students’ council meeting,
and extracurricular activities
could be cancelled.

On one level, these stories are
humorous, but more importantly,
they serve to underscore what
teachers have been saying all along.
These tests take valuable time away
from teaching and learning. They do
not provide useful information for
teachers, students, or parents.
Teachers, as professionals, believe
in fair, effective and reliable assess -
ment and cannot endorse the public
relations exercise masquerading as
student assessment. 

Moira Mackenzie is director of the
BCTF’s Communications and
Campaigns Division.

Have a stranger-than-fiction FSA
story to tell? E-mail: fsa@bctf.ca

BCTF supports Rick
Moore appeal of
BC Supreme Court
decision

Irene Lanzinger, BC Teachers’
Federation president, has expressed
the support of BC teachers for Rick
Moore’s appeal to the BC Court of
Appeals. Moore’s complaint alleges
that the school district of North
Vancouver and the Ministry of
Education discriminated against
students with severe learning
disabilities when they failed to
provide proper accommodation for
his son, Jeff.

In the early 1990s while in Grade
2, Jeff Moore was diagnosed with a
learning disability. The school
psychologist recommended he
receive support in the district’s
Diagnostic Centre. However, shortly
before he was to begin there, the
school district closed the Diagnostic
Centre as a cost-cutting measure.
Moore was forced to enrol his son
in a private school that could
provide the support Jeff required.

Moore filed a human rights
complaint against the district and
the ministry. The BC Human Rights
Tribunal found in his favour.
However, in early March 2008, their
decision was overturned by the BC

Supreme Court. The Supreme Court
concluded that as long as those
suffering a different or more severe
type of disability did not receive a
similar benefit or specialized
program, there was no discrimina -
tion against Jeff Moore.

“We were very disappointed with
the decision of the Supreme Court.
This case is a real setback for all
students with special needs,” says
Lanzinger. “Imagine the Supreme
Court deciding that it is okay to
discriminate against students with
learning disabilities so long as all
students with learning disabilities
are discriminated against in the
same way.” 

Since 2001, BC schools have lost
over 600 special education teachers
and over 10,000 classes have four
or more students with special
education needs. In addition, 3,179
classes have more than 30 students
enrolled.

“Many students with special
needs in our schools today are
struggling without the support they
deserve,” says Lanzinger. “This
situation for students with special
needs is proof that the education
minister’s mantra about providing
the highest funding ever for BC
schools is false.”

Toronto board to
cut homework

The Toronto school board has
entered the homework controversy
by deciding to issue some new
guidelines regarding the amount of
homework assigned and when it
can be assigned. The new rules
prohibit the assigning of homework
before holiday long weekends so
families can get the full benefit of
what is supposed to be a break.

The board also intends to drop its
previous benchmark of 10 minutes
of homework a day per grade year.
It recommends some work at home
from Grades 1 to 6, but mostly in
the later years. By Grades 7 and 8,
one hour or less across all subjects
would be appropriate. The goal for
secondary school, is a ‘hard’ cap of
two hours.

Dr. Paul Cappon, president of the
Canadian Council on Learning in
Ottawa, supports the move. The
new policy emphasizes homework
that enhances in-school lessons
learned rather than introducing new
material. “That’s what drives
parents to distraction, when they
have to teach their children,” says
Cappon, citing a recent council
report showing that 72% of parents
are stressed because they can’t do
their kids’ homework.

– Staff

Stranger than
fiction
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Project Overseas Nigeria
By Geoff Stubbs and 
Leigh Howard

The adventure began in October
2006, when we answered the
advertisement in the Teacher
newsmagazine, asking for appli -
cants to Project Overseas (PO). This
is a joint endeavour of the Canadian
Teachers’ Federation (CTF) and its
member organiza tions. Started in
1962, PO has given assistance in
over 50 countries in Africa, Asia, the
Caribbean, and the South Pacific. In
every project, the Canadian teach -
ers work with the host teacher
union overseas to meet the needs
that they have requested from the
CTF. In the summer of 2007, 50
teachers from across Canada (4
from BC) worked in 13 countries to
help improve teacher skills and
competence of their overseas
colleagues, to help strengthen and
improve the teacher organization,
and to promote understanding and
good will among teachers.

On July 5, 2007, 50 teachers from
across Canada arrived in Ottawa
and began three days of orientation.
Here we got to develop the team
going to Nigeria, finalize the teach -
ing assignments, and generally
prepare for the assignment ahead. 

Nigeria is located in Western
Africa, between Benin and
Cameroon, and is Africa’s most
populous country, with about 127
million people. The govern ment is a
republic and is currently transition -
ing from military to civilian rule.
Elections were held in the spring of
2007 and there was a sentiment of
hope for positive change in the
people we spoke to. The main
religions are Muslim and Christian,
and while both religions are evident
throughout the country, the Muslims
live primarily in the North and the
Christians in the South. There are
about 213 different languages
spoken in Nigeria, and almost
everyone can speak some English.
Nigeria is rich in oil along the coast
and, in the areas we visited, there
appeared to be suffi cient fresh
water and fertile land. 

After landing in the modern
Abuja Airport, we were struck by
the hot, humid African climate. We
met our hosts from the Nigerian
Union of Teachers (NUT), Nnina and
Peter, and headed off to begin our
incredible experience.

Our safety was the number one
priority with our hosts. All our
hotels were secured by gated walls
and had security police at the entry.
We were escorted everywhere by a

representative of the NUT, and we
tried to travel only in daylight. It
was a pleasure to spend time with
our escorts. We became friends with
our drivers and depended on them
to help us communicate in a culture
who saw us as rich oyibo (white
man).

Our first official duty in Abuja
was at the formal introduction
ceremony, where we met the
Governor General of the Nigerian
Union of Teachers, as well as many
other dignitaries. At this time we
presented the gifts we had brought
from the Canadian Teachers’
Federation. After that, we were
taken sightseeing around the city. 

Going to the Wuze market was
one of the most memorable
experiences of the trip. It was a
huge outdoor market where you
could buy anything from rope to
eyeglasses. Nnina, our guide, was
experienced at bartering and it was
fascinating to listen to her and the
shopkeepers negotiating prices in
loud voices and with dramatic
gestures.

The classroom consisted of
rough wooden desks and a
small worn-out black board.
The ceiling tiles were falling
in, and there was neither
electricity nor glass
windows. The students,
however, were delightful… 

We visited the Federal Govern -
ment Boarding School; again we
experienced very formal introduc -
tions. The school itself was in
shocking disrepair. We were taken
to a classroom of intermediate
students dressed in state school
uniforms. The classroom consisted
of rough wooden desks and a small
worn-out black board. The ceiling
tiles were falling in, and there was
neither electricity nor glass
windows. The students, however,
were delightful and were amazed to
hear that in Canada there is no
corporal punishment, as caning and
strapping are still accepted practices
in Nigeria. 

After Abuja, we traveled south -
east to Akure, in Ondo state, to
begin our workshops. The smooth,
four-lane highway leading out of
the capital ended quickly, and we
traveled on a paved, but potholed,
two-lane road in what we affection -
ately called the NUT Van. On either
side of the road, for the majority of
the six-hour trip, there were lean-to

structures selling potatoes, pine -
apples, plantains, and other local
crops. At each intersection of the
highway, or at the gas stations, we
were quickly surrounded by
“hawkers” selling everything from
phone cards (cell phones are
prevalent and inexpensive) to
household goods.

In Akure, we met our co-tutors
and made some last-minute
planning and scheduling for the
five-day workshop for science
teachers. The first day of the work -
shop was the formal opening and
then our work began. It was a
pleasure to work with the Nigerian
teachers. Many had traveled long
distances to attend this workshop—
they were excited and enthusiastic.
Many of these teachers had taught
for years and this was the first
professional development activity
they had ever been offered. Most of
the teachers had university degrees,
but no teacher training, so their
teaching methods are generally a
strict lecture style. They were keen
to learn about co-operative teach -
ing methods and learning games. A
big hit was when our team member,
Chris, taught them about waves
using a slinky—something they had
never seen before. 

The most powerful lessons came
when we brought out the two
laptops. Most of the people attend -
ing had limited experience with
computers and they enjoyed playing
with the mouse and using the word
processor. A make-shift computer
lab was set up in the local
cybercafé, complete with slow
Internet and intermittent power
failures. Participants signed up for
an e-mail account and for access to
the Internet. The participants’

excitement over these experiences
was incredible and made me realize
just how much we take things for
granted here in Canada.

Part of our course was to teach
about blood pressure and stress, so
I used the money given to me by the
BCTF for the trip to purchase two
portable blood pressure monitors.
Many of the participants had not
had their blood pressure taken
before and it was interesting for
them to use the monitor. 

We left Nigeria feeling
enriched by their teachers,
who have an amazing
enthusiasm for teaching in
spite of the fact that they
work long hours with huge
classes, in dilapidated
buildings with very few
supplies.

The last day of the workshop in
Akure was sad, because we had
come to know the 65 participants
quite well. Their humour and
eagerness to learn was impressive.
As a closing activity each of the
regions represented treated us to a
display of the dance and music of
their area. The costumes and
instruments were exquisite and the
presentations were upbeat and
happy. These people were proud to
share their culture with us.

From Akure we went east to
Lokoja in Kogi state, where we
presented the same workshops to a
second group of participants. Again
the participants were grateful to
have the opportunity to be attend -
ing the Professional Development

and were interested in learning
different methodologies. Many of
the participants in this workshop
were Muslims and would go to pray
in the mosque (which was part of
the NUT complex) at specific times
during the day. It was interesting to
witness the different religious
practices as part of the daily sche -
dule of life. 

During our time in Lokoja we
were able to visit three more
schools. All of these campuses were
sadly lacking in facilities and
supplies, but were populated with
children who were happy, mischie -
vous, and loved to have their
pictures taken on digital cameras.
Most classes in these schools have
enrolments of 45 to 50 students
with very minimal supplies and very
few books. Thanks to the money
from the BCTF and some funds from
the Canadian Teachers’ Federation,
our team was able to purchase
books to donate to each school. We
know that the books will be valued
and well used at each location.

Our last day in Nigeria found us
traveling back to Abuja to the
airport. The twenty-one days had
been an intense learning experience
for us. We left Nigeria feeling
enriched by their teachers, who
have an amazing enthusiasm for
teaching in spite of the fact that
they work long hours with huge
classes, in dilapidated buildings
with very few supplies. We were
inspired by their dedication to the
teaching profession and their desire
to educate the children so Nigeria
will be a better place in the future. 

We would like to thank the BCTF
and the CTF for providing us, and
our team, with the opportunity to
take part in Project Overseas. It was
a life-changing experience!

Geoff Stubbs is a retired Alberni
teacher and Leigh Howard teaches at
Chief Dan George Middle School,
Coquitlam.

Reading your member’s
benefit statement 

In May or early June you will
receive your 2007 Member’s Benefit
Statement. This blue & white docu -
ment provides you with an esti mate
of your future pension based on
your service and salary up to, and
including, December 31, 2007.
Things to look for:
1. Is your personal information in
Section 1 correct and complete? For
example: Have you married/
divorced and now have a new
surname? Is your birth date/SIN
correct? If corrections are needed,
contact both your school district
and the TPP with the update(s). 
2. If you have recently married,
have you told the TPP, as your
spouse is now automatically your
beneficiary (unless she or he signs a
spousal waiver). Conversely, if you
have recently separated/divorced,
is your ex-spouse still your bene -
ficiary? This may be something you
want to change! 

3. On the issue of ex-spouses, did
you know that pensions are con -
sidered family assets by law and a
former spouse may have entitle -
ment to part of the pension? If you
have agreed to divide your pension
as a result of a separation/divorce
agreement, that division is not
reflected in your Member’s Benefit
Statement. You will need to contact
the TPP for a manual calculation of
your portion of your pension.
4. Your future is online! Visit My
Account at tpp.pensionsbc.ca to
access your personalized pension
information. If you have not yet
accessed My Account, your user
name and temporary password are
provided to you in Section 1 on your
statement.
5. Check the amount of pension -
able service (PS) and contributory
service (CS) you accrued during the
2007 calendar year in Section 3 of
your statement. If you worked full-
time during this time period, you
should have accrued 10 months PS
and 10 months CS. Check also the

service and salary shown in Section
5 of the statement. If you think there
is an error in either of these
sections on your statement, contact
your school district employer, as
this is who reports your service and
pensionable salary to the TPP.
6. Read the message area in
Section 3 of your statement. If you
made a purchase, transferred
service from another pension plan,
or applied for childrearing credit in
the 2007 calendar year, there should
be a personal statement to you
here, advising that this additional
service has been included in the
pension estimates listed in Section
2 of your statement.
7. To find out more about reading
and understanding your Member’s
Benefit Statement, register for the
pension seminar entitled “Your
Pension, Your Future,” a seminar
particularly designed for new to
mid-career teachers. Visit the BCTF
website, www.tinyurl.com/5u8vkz

What happens to your group life
insurance plan when you
terminate employment?

Your BCTF–BCSTA Group Life
Insurance coverage ceases at the
end of the month in which you
terminate employment. 

However, you may exercise the
conversion option. This option pro -
vides you with the opportunity to
convert your group life insurance to
one of the various types of indivi -
dual life insurance policies with
Great-West Life, without having to
provide medical evidence of good
health (termed “evidence of
insurability”).

To qualify for this individual
policy, you must make application
and payment of the first premium to
the insurance company within 45
days of termination of employment.
If you should die within this 45-day
period, your beneficiary will receive
the amount of life insurance that
you would have been able to con -
vert to an individual policy. Contact

the teacher payroll department at
your school board office to obtain
the Group Life Conversion Privilege
Notification form. 

Note: If your local was part of a
group life insurance program other
than BCTF–BCSTA, check with the
district teacher payroll office for
conversion information.

Factor 88? Don’t wait!
Teachers who have reached the

age of 64 or the factor 88, age plus
contributory service with the teach -
ers or municipal pension plan, you
may voluntarily withdraw from the
BCTF plan. If you have reached age
65 or factor 90, you are no longer
eligible for long-term benefits and
should withdraw. It is up to you to
apply to withdraw. 

Send a completed withdrawal
form, available from Income
Security, local presidents, or online
at www.tinyurl.com/6ezovj to the
BCTF Income Security Division. 

Please also discuss this issue in
your staffrooms.

Teachers’ Pension Plan
Geoff Stubbs demonstrates keyboarding skills on one of the laptop computers prior to setting up a computer lab in the
local cybercafe where participants were able to sign up for an e-mail account and access to the Internet.
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Luxury cruises 
are well worth it

Melissa Di Poce

BCAA product
manager, Group
Affinity Services

It’s a Natural
TEACHER / OFFICER

Teachers make great cops.
To find out how you can become 
one of Vancouver’s Finest, go to

VPD.CA

VANCOUVER POLICE DEPARTMENT
Beyond the Call

CONSTABLE BRIAN DUROSE
VANCOUVER POLICE DEPARTMENT

MR. BRIAN DUROSE
RICHMOND SCHOOL BOARD

Educators B&B
Network

Celebrating 20 years!

“
“Great Experience!”

Jim & Avril, Prince George #11774
PO Box 5279 - Eugene OR 97405

800-377-3480

$40 A NIGHT
FOR TWO!

www.educatorstravel.com

6000
Locations

Worldwide!

Certificate in English Language Training to Adults

Teaching English can be rewarding summer work!

CELTA – a highly-regarded
Cambridge ESOL
qualification recognized
world-wide by adult ESL
education institutions.
CELTA offers the practical
training skills you need.

Approved program Registered

Authorized Center
Yaletown,Vancouver

Global Village
www.gvcareer.com

CELTA

It may not exactly be an original
thought, but here’s some advice for
anyone planning a cruise vacation:
buy as much cruise as you can
possibly afford. Many people never
give upscale lines a second thought
when they get down to making their
cruise plans. That could be a
mistake. 

A standout in the luxury cruise
category is Crystal Cruises. Here are
some reasons why you might want
to think about moving up to a
Crystal cruise.

Food. Elaborate, delicious four-
or five-course menus are presented
daily. Casual poolside dinners are
served under the stars and a
delightful daily event is afternoon
tea in the Palm Court.

Accommodations. Elegant
staterooms are outfitted with comfy
Frette bathrobes, 100% Egyptian
cotton linens and bath towels, and
four pillow options for a perfect
night’s sleep. All rooms come with a
TV, DVD and CD player and most
come with private verandahs. 

Service. Crystal has one of the
highest staff-to-passenger ratios in
the industry. 

Onboard activities. There is a
variety of activities from Broadway-
style production shows to enrich -
ment and educational programs
featuring everything from computer
skills, language classes, wellness
lectures to dance instruction. 

Theme cruises. Twelve theme
programs offer unique experiences
afloat so you can expand and enrich
your horizons.

Adventures ashore. Innovative
shore excursions and customized
private off-ship adventures are
among the best in the industry. 

Itineraries. Ranging from 7-day
Caribbean cruise to 108 days
circumnavigating the globe and
everything in between there are a
wide variety of itineraries to
intriguing ports of call.

A beautiful holiday on board an
internationally acclaimed ship will
make an exquisite lifetime memory. 

For more information, contact 
1-877-778-8717 or go to bctf.ca.

A fundraising program
for kids, run by kids.

Students sponsor
wishes for children
with life threatening
illnesses.

®

For more information contact:
Make A Wish Foundation® of BC & Yukon
Toll Free: 866.277.9474 or 604.688.7944

www.makeawishbc.ca

The program is managed by the
kids: forming committees,
developing project ideas and
fundraising.

Build school spirit while helping kids
in your community.

New BCTF lesson aids
1LA 9984—A is for Apple:

Grading Achievement in Schools
produced by Frog Hollow Neighbour -
hood House, 35 minute DVD, ©2007.
An Eastside Vancouver high school
launches a media campaign to
counter its low marks on the Fraser
Institute’s annual school rankings.
This sparks a community project to
explore public education issues and
mentor student volunteers in docu -
men tary filmmaking. Questioning the
growing emphasis on standardized
testing, A is for Apple tests the value
of authentic learning experiences
outside the classroom. Blending
stylized interviews and behind-the-
scenes coverage with archival foot -
age, the film wryly uses the propa -
ganda film form to encourage media
literacy and youth citizenship; stimu -
lating discussion about the purpose of
education and its assessment. Useful
to parent groups, pre-service, film and
video production, and language arts
teachers at the senior level. This DVD
is for individual classroom use. For
private, school and district use pur -
chase through www.froghollow.bc.ca
Grades 11 and up. $50.

2LA 8211—Pioneer Sounds:
Lower Fraser Valley, BC by

Patricia Godwin and Florence Nichol -
son, 32 p. ©2007. An historical sketch
of pioneer life in the early settling of
the Lower Fraser Valley. BC in the late
19th century held many challenges
and rewards for the people who
carved lives for themselves in these
forested lands. Never-ending work
was bearable with the help and inter -
dependence of neighbours. This book
details, in engaging cartoon format,
aspects of the lives of the first settlers
by describing some of the sounds that
would have been part of their lives.
Background information for pioneer
sounds is included on each featured
alpha betical word as well as a pioneer
sounds word search. The book has a
link to a Teachers’ Guide for Social
Studies 2 to 3 learning outcomes at
the website www.blacktuskpublishing.
com. Grades 2 and 3. $13.95

3LA 9186—Multigrade Format:
British Columbia K–7 Lang uage

Arts (2006) Learning Outcomes by
Heather J. Johnson, 40 p. ©2007. This
document pro vides multigrade
teachers in BC with a more manage -
able format of Learning Outcomes
across the elementary school grades.
This format provides a teacher of any
constellation of grades, quick access
to all grade-level expecta tions for
each learning outcome. Such a format
illustrates the expected growth in
learning from Kindergarten to Grade
7. There are 35 different learning
outcomes in the Language Arts
Curriculum for K-7. For the most part,
only a small increase in skill, along
with a slight shift in the application or
purpose of each skill, is expected at
each grade level. $4.50

4LA 8006—Critical Challenges for
Primary Students by Tami Mc -

Diar mid, Rita Manzo, Trish Musselle,
128 p. Rev. ©2007. This revised edition
is a collection of 20 detailed lesson

plans inviting Kinder garten to Grade 3
children to think critically about a
range of topics drawn from language
arts, mathema tics, science, and social
studies. The teaching activities are
organized around five themes:
community/environment, moral
dilemmas, teaching and learning from
others, human nature, and family. The
resource features such challenges as:
designing a com mun ity; learning to
ask powerful questions; making a
lasting contri bution to someone in the
commun ity; and solving a schoolyard
prob lem. Includes newly created
assess ment rubrics for every chal -
lenge in both collections, many more
student activity sheets to scaffold their
learning, and an enhanced focus on
teaching the tools to think critically.
Recommended by the BC Ministry of
Education. K–3. $31.95

5LA 9517—Anatomy: Overhead
Transparencies, Student Repro -

ducibles, Assessment Tools by
Creative Teaching Press, 34 p. ©2003.
Each of the five sections in this illus -
trated resource features information
and activities related to the different
systems of the human body: the
nervous, circulatory, skeletal, respira -
tory and digestive systems. Basic facts
are interwoven with hands-on activi -
ties, and five full-color trans parencies
help students visualize each topic.
Each section includes a page to
review or assess student learning. Can
be taught independently or used to
supple ment an existing science
program. Grades 4 to 8. $11.95

6LA 8212—From a Pioneer
Community to a Modern Day

City: How a Community Changes by
Dianne Varty, 53 p. ©2008. This illus -
trated resource is a hands-on activity
for Grades 2 to 3 on how to develop a
model of a community. Students work
in groups to discuss and create, and to
understand how a community can
develop, and some of the benefits of a
new community and some of the
disad vantages that can occur. The unit
outlines 14 days of activity develop -
ment activities includ ing templates for
creating a wide variety of com mercial
and community buildings and homes,
plus suggestions for creating models
of wildlife, trees, waterways, land
uses, etc. Also included are language
arts activities and a Christmas or
Easter bread recipe. $5.95

7LA 8095—Sequencing by Evan
Moor Educational Publishers, 114

p. ©1998. Sequencing practice,
whether picture stories or simple word
stories, provides young learners with
many important skills. This book
provides a wide variety of reproduc -
ible cut-and-paste sequenc ing acti -
vities for children from preschool to
beginning readers. The book is
divided to the progressively difficult
sections: real-life sequencing
experiences; three-, four-, and six-
part picture stories; sequencing words
into sentences, and sentences into
simple stories. Grades K–2. $16.95

8LA 9184—Grammar: Grade 7 by
Creative Teaching Press, 114 p.

©2005. This resource helps prepare
students to communicate effectively
as writers. Students learn how to craft
sentences and para graphs for various
purposes and even edit their own
work. Suitable for ESL students also.
Students receive instruction and
practice in many key writing skills,
including: grammar, usage,
punctuation, capitalization, spelling,
combining and expanding sentences
and paragraph structure. $8.95

9LA 3207—What Am I Seeing? by
Karin Clark, 64 p. ©2007. This

guide book is designed to give the
reader a glimpse of Pacific Northwest
Coast Aboriginal art and to give a
deeper understanding and whet the
reader’s appetite for learning more
about today’s vibrant, complex Abori -
ginal cultures. Three sections show
where to look to identify many of the
things the reader will see—from three-
dimensional objects like bentwood
boxes, ceremonial houses, masks and
canoes, to crest deigns, to the main
design elements in Pacific Northwest
Coast Aboriginal art. Includes 112
colour illustrations and photos and
illustrations of 10 well-known objects
and 19 crest designs from the Pacific
Northwest Coast along with meanings
and stories, and identifies seven main
design elements along with variations.
Grades 4–12. $14.95

10LA 3210—Cross Stitch
Patterns based on Pacific

Northwest Coast Native Indian Art
Styles: Book 1 Thunderbirds by Jim
Gilbert and Sheron Ruffell, 36 p.
©2005. The first of a series, this book
contains the three full-size colour
cross-stitch patterns from the West,
Mid, and North Coast shown on the
front cover. Patterns are full size and
are approximately 37cm x 27cm with
each based on accurate, traditional
designs. Also included is a First
Nations area map, Aboriginal art
within a cultural context, Aboriginal
designs used in cross stitch explana -
tion, illustrated cross stitch instruc -
tions. Grades 4–12. $19.95

To order the above lesson aids,
enclose a cheque payable to the BCTF
or authorized PO to BCTF Lesson Aids
Service, 100-550 West 6th Avenue,
Vancouver, BC V5Z 4P2 or call 604-
871-2180, toll free 1-800-663-9163,
ext. 2180, with a Visa or Master card.
GST, postage/ hand ling are included
in prices. Orders sent by return mail.
Lesson Aids office and display room
hours: 9–5 p.m. Mon. to Fri. from Sept.
to June; 9–5. Tues. to Fri. during July
and Aug.; 9–12 on Sat. during Sept.,
Oct., Jan., and Feb. bctf.ca/LessonAids.

Important notice:
BCTF’s new travel
insurance

A new travel insurance package
is now available for BCTF members.

Before renewing your previous
insurance or buying coverage for
your next trip, please review the
new coverage designed for BCTF
members at bctf.ca (click on the
“Advantage” symbol) or call 1-877-
778-8717.
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www.boatschool.com   info@boatschool.com

Silva Bay Shipyard School
Gabriola Island, B.C.

3 and 6 month courses in Wooden Boat 
Building and Ships Cabinetry & Joinery          

Courses from 4 days to 2 weeks long:
 Build a Cedarstrip Kayak or a Nutshell 

Pram  Oar and Paddle Making  Steam 
Bending Wood  Making and Using 
Wooden Hand Planes

Legal Literacy for Youth:
Learning for Active Citizenship

The Centre for Law, Education and
Society (CELS) at the Faculty of
Education, Simon Fraser University
is pleased to announce a new cross-
curricular project, sponsored by the
Law Foundation of British
Columbia, involving educators and
youth in Grades 6 through 10.

Goals
• To teach fundamental legal 

concepts such as the “rule of law”
and the “just society”.

• To develop modules pertaining to
Citizenship, Human Rights,
Identity, Language and Culture,
and Environmental Sustainability.

• To conduct research, develop
materials and field test modules
cross-referenced with pertinent
IRPs in English and French 
simultaneously over three years.

A special inaugural Forum for
educators and students will be
held on November 5, 2008 at the
Wosk Centre for Dialogue 
SFU Harbour Centre. 

For further information regarding 
this project and Forum, please
contact CELS@sfu.ca

La littératie légale pour la
jeunesse : apprendre à devenir
citoyen engagé

Ce projet, sous l’égide de la Law
Foundation de Colombie-Britannique
et entrepris par le Centre pour 
l’éducation, le droit et la société de
la Faculté d’éducation de l’université
Simon Fraser, vise à familiariser les
jeunes de 12 ans à 15 ans ( de la
6ème à la 10ème année ) avec les 
concepts liés à ‹‹ la primauté du
droit ›› comme outil fondamental
pour promouvoir une société
équitable. Le projet de trois ans se
fera en français et en anglais.

Le modules développés traiteront de
différents sujets et questions, partic-
ulièrement pertinents pour des 
adolescents et liés aux concepts de :
• citoyenneté, droits de la personne,
• identité, culture et langue, et
• durabilité environnementale.

Un forum inaugural pour ce projet
aura lieu le 5 novembre 2008 au 
Wosk Centre for Dialogue à 
SFU Harbour Centre. 

Pour plus de renseignements sur la
participation à ce projet, veuillez 
contacter Dr. Cynthia Lewis,
lewisinc@telus.net ou CELS@sfu.ca

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS | Free Teachers’ Resources

NEW! You’re IN Business is the classroom resource

designed to exceed provincial curriculum standards. 

• 7 curriculum-ready lessons

• 21 student engaging activities built-in

• Developed for subjects in Business, Law & Math

BRING THE REAL WORLD INTO YOUR CLASSROOM

Order all FREE resources at www.career-connections.info

A GREENER CLASSROOM
DID YOU KNOW?

Phone: 778-297-9915 • Email: info@ecosmartworld.com
Website: www.ecosmartworld.com

1) This year BC schools will throw away over 2 million 
toxic whiteboard markers into local landfills.

2) Traditional disposable whiteboard markers use xylene
in their ink, one of the most toxic chemicals in the world.

BC teachers and administrators can significantly reduce the toxic 
waste in local landfills and reduce classroom toxicity by simply 
switching to an eco-friendly whiteboard marker.

The AusPen Whiteboard Marker is the most environmentally-
responsible marker in the world. Our markers are 100% recyclable,
easily refillable and 100% non-toxic. They don’t end up in the landfills.

“Our markers are 100% recyclable,
easily refillable and 100% non-toxic.
They don’t end up in the landfills.”

Become A Greener Classroom Today – Contact us for details

AUSPEN MARKERS COST 70% LESS THAN DISPOSABLE MARKERS

Take your students on a life-building
educational experience. We specialise in

school tours – cultural, historical, 
community projects. We have sent school
groups to the Galapagos, Africa, Central

America, Europe, and Australia.

West Vancouver Secondary School
Global Education Program trip to Nicaragua

Call Dori Giffin, Group Travel
Specialist at 604-734-5494 or 

1-800-519-1819, or
e-mail: dori@travelbydesign.ca

TRAVEL BY DESIGN
225 - 2211 West 4th Avenue
Vancouver BC (BC reg #965-6)

EDUCATIONAL TOURS

... a novel

... a travel article

... a screenplay

... a poem

... a children’s book

... a memoir

One-week intensive programs in July and August.

writingcentre.ubc.ca/bc or 604-822-9564

I’d like to
write
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BC’S ONLY EDUCATION PROGRAM

PRODUCED BY THE FACULTY OF EDUCATION AT SFU

YOUR
EDUCATION 
MATTERS
EDUCATION
BEYOND THE
HEADLINES
www.youreducationmatters.ca

SHAW TV CHANNEL 4
Mondays 6:30 - 7:00 pm

Sundays 9:00 - 9:30 am
7:00 - 7:30 pm

™ Trademark of Industrial Alliance Insurance and Financial Services Inc., used under
license by Industrial Alliance Pacific Insurance and Financial Services Inc.

Take advantage of BCTF’s 

Voluntary Group Insurance 

Program designed specifically 

for members and their families.

Go online to receive a personalized 

quotation or call IAP for more information.

NEWNEW

www.iapacific.com/BCTF

1.800.266.5667

                                                                  

                     
                           

                                    
                                    

FREE   PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY   PROGRAM

Regi
ster

Now
!

Supported   by

Easy-to-use   program   to   get 
your   students   interested   in 
sport   and   physical   activity

>

>
listing   sports   that   match   their 
personal   preferences   and 
physical   abilities

Promotes   Olympic,   Paralympic, 
and   non-Olympic   sports

>

Students   perform   eight   simple 
physical   activities   and   enter 
their   results   and   answer   a 
questionnaire   online 

>
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TRAVEL VACATION
QUEEN CHARLOTTE ISLANDS/ HAIDA
GWAII Fabulous “mother ship” kayaking,
wilder ness adven ture, unforgettable
experiences. 1-888-559-8317,
www.TourHaidaGwaii.com
WHISTLER GETAWAY Pinecrest Estates,
4-5 bd., 1.5 bath, 1400 sq.ft. cabin,
sauna, deck with BBQ, fully-equip.
kitchen, DW, WD, wood stove (wood
provided). Seasonal rates.
glush@shaw.ca or 604-936-3346.
WHISTLER Condo. Sleeps 4, views, close
to village,  604-943-9423,
preddyplace@telus.net.
WHISTLER CREEKSIDE 3 bdrm. town-
house for rent, sleeps 6-8 comfortably,
2 bath. 604-535-9315.
BLACKCOMB Luxury 2 bd/loft, 3 bath,
sleeps 8, ski-in, ski-out, 604-940-0156.
WHISTLER 1 bd. condo (Whistler Creek -
side) sleeps 4, F/P, hot tub, swimming
pool, sauna, fully equip ped kitchen,
u/ground parking, walk across the
street to lifts and stores. Book early to
avoid disap pointment. Call Jan or John
at 604-530-0958.
SUN PEAKS RESORT Stone’s Throw Unit
49, Luxurious brand new condo
2bd/2bath sleeps 5, ski-in-ski-out,
Mountain Views, Private hot tub, F/P,
BBQ, 6 appli ances, Plasma TVs. Free
Wireless Internet. All amenities. NS/NP.
To reserve call 1-866-425-5872 or go to
www.stonesthrow49.directvacations.com
Reservation code:  Teacher 
FRANCE. Ultimate vacations, pri vately
owned, beautiful furn. 1 bd. central
Paris. Provence lovely furn. house close
to Avignon. Wkly/ mthly. 604-738-1876,
604-298-3904, irene.roland@gmail.com,
www.ultimateparis.com
KIHEI, MAUI Large selection of fully
equip ped condos. Great beaches. Near
shopping centre. Call Alf,  604-291-
1751, kihei@telus.net.
KIHEI, MAUI Privately owned, beauti ful
fully furn. 2 bd., 2 bath condo across
from Kamaole beach es. Great complex,
Great location. 250-598-6955, F: 250-
598-6965.
WHISTLER BLACKCOMB Ski-in/out, quiet
luxury condo, sleeps 5, pool, hot tubs, 3
night min. www.at-blackcomb.com,
Sheila 604-929-6589.
GULF ISLANDS Deluxe waterfront
cottage, 1 bd./sleeps 4, winter and
summer rates, call Alma 250-629-3008,
www.ainsliepointcottage.com
OKANAGAN Osoyoos lakeview cherry
orchard private house rental. Weekly in
summer, long term out of season.
www.lakeviewcherryorchard.com or call
Carol 604-209-7220.
SATURNA Gulf Island Getaway, www.
lyallharbour.com, 1-877-473-9343.
FRANCE FRANCE 2008 holiday rental.
Well renovated stone houses in ancient
vineyard village, SW France, great
walking, cycling, food, wine.
C$741/C$880 week per family unit. E-
mail mjcapper@hotmail.com, visit
www.ourhouseinfrance.com.au
FRANCE Tranquil farmhouse for rent in
the French countryside.
www.frenchfarmhouse.ca
GABRIOLA ISLAND BC 2 bdrm. cottage,
private, fully equipped, starting $900/
mo. or $450/wk. 250-247-9883.
boysen@shaw.ca, www.gabriolacottage.
netfirms.com 
GOLF-WINE TOUR in Osoyoos w/front, 2
bdrm. condo, N/S, N/P, Call George for
weekly rates, May–Sept. 604-520-1001.
QUALICUM BEACH Vancouver Island,
character home, 2 bd., 2 bath, ocean
view, across from golf course. 6 blks to
town, 1.5 blks to magnificent sandy
beaches, Barbeque, porch. N/S, N/P.
Perfect location to explore Vancouver
Island and Gulf Islands. $900/wk. June-
Sept. Call John 250-382-0411 or cell
250-752-3342.
WHISTLER condo, 2 bd. sleeps 6, quiet
family area, 10 min. to village. All
amen., F/P, jetted tub, etc. Rates from
$100 to $225/night depending on
duration and season. Ron 604-988-
8231, rhsargent@shaw.ca
COMPASS ROSE SAILING TOURS 1/2 and
full-day charters from Secret Cove.
Group rates. Bruce Arbo 604-740-0656.
COWICHAN LAKE Beachfront cottage for
rent on sunny Cowichan Lake. Beau -
tiful, new, luxury cabin avail. weekly.
Colleague discount 250-656-9711. Visit
www.members.shaw.ca/waterman
properties/ForRentAtCowichan
LEARN TO SAIL on a week long cruise.
See www.plainsailing.ca
OSOYOOS 1 bdrm, waterfront apt,
private beach, sleeps 2, adults, N/S,
N/P, near golf/wineries, 604-876-9668,
see www.vacationrentals.com/vacation-
rentals/32506.html

PUERTO VALLARTA Waterfront Condo in
Bucerias

2 bdrm. 2 bath – www.condoplayalinda.com
For special rates: 

gwwood-linda@hotmail.com or 1-250-697-6273

SpeedDating4Professionals.com
Assisting professionals in finding a life partner.

New event May 9th

Faculty of Education

Professional Development 
for Educators

• Graduate Degrees
• Diploma & Certificate Programs
• Summer Institutes
• Online and off-campus options

www.eplt.educ.ubc.ca
External Programs & Learning Technologies

604-822-2013   |   1-888-492-1122

Going away
this summer?

Why not rent out your
Vancouver home or apart-
ment while you are away?
Check out our web site:

www.makeyourselfathome.com
or call Miriam at 

604-874-7817
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VANCOUVER Kits, fully furnished, 1 bd.
condo for rent near beach between May
& July. daphnoucho@hotmail.com or call
604-737-7181.
NORTH VANCOUVER home, 4 bdrm,
large yard, mid-July to mid-August,
$2000/mo. or $750/wk. contact Roxie
Giles, rgiles@sd45.bc.ca
BURNABY 3 bdrm. furn. house for rent
July/Aug. Near SFU. N/P. 604-522-5734.
QUALICUM BEACH Vancouver Island,
charming 5 bdrm, 3 bath home. Walk to
shops, beach, golf. Private garden
terrace. Avail. year round.  Weekly rates
from $900. 250-954-8472.
N.DELTA/SUNSHINE WOODS Teacher
retiring in June, would like to house
share with another teacher. Very
reasonable rate. Will be travelling for
4-6 mo. of the school year.
scullin@dccnet.com
VANCOUVER 1 bd. furn. condo in Fair -
view slopes (Oak/Broadway area).
Large deck with 180º view of False
Creek, d/town, mtns. Min. from VGH,
Granville Island, buses, downtown.
Avail. July/Aug. plmilliken@yahoo.ca
RENT/EXCHANGE Will exchange deluxe
waterfront accomm. at Cultus Lake (for
2-3 people) for condo or apartment on
Vancouver Island anytime in June, July
or Aug. 604-316-1235.  
X-COUNTRY. Do you want to x-country
ski out your door? 35 km of profes -
sionally groomed trails and a cozy
country home to enjoy from Nov.08 to
March09, call 250-674-3821 or
guysuz@mercuryspeed.com
VICTORIA Family neighborhood home
for rent near Thetis Lake. Available in
August 2008. e-mail csparanese@
shaw.ca or 250-294-3569 for details.
PENTICTON townhouse, lakeview, min.
to park and beaches; exchange for
Island/Coast property for kayaking,
hiking, 10 days min. July 2008. N/P,
children, smoking. travels123@
hotmail.com
VANCOUVER Newly renovated, furn.
studio apt. in West End. $450/wk.,
$1350/mo. jthompson@sunshine
cable.com
WANTED Professionals seeking rental
accomm. on Mayne Island. On-site
studio space an asset.  Call Sherry at
604-531-1471 or 778-847-1650. 
VICTORIA Furn. 2 bd. house very close
to Camosun College, UVic, a shopping
mall and on bus routes. 10 min. to
downtown and 5 min. to beach. Sunny
backyard and private deck. N/P. Avail.
July 2008. E-mail: sunny21_ca@yahoo.ca
VICTORIA 1 bd. self-contained suite near
UVic, beaches, private entrance, quiet
residential home. All utilities, internet.
$800/mo. jfhewson@shaw.ca
UBC new, furn., luxury condo, 2 bd., 2
bath, stainless, granite, flatscreen,
u/ground parking, avail. May 1-Aug.1,
some flexibility in dates, $2600/mo.
incl. utilities. 604-538-6587 
VICTORIA Comfortable 5 bd. home.
Sept.25–Oct.31. contact rxfrost@shaw.ca
VICTORIA Fully furn. 2 bd. ground level
suite in Cook St. Village. Walking
distance to downtown/ocean/local
parks. On bus routes. In-suite laundry
and internet. $800/mo. all-incl. Avail.
July/Aug. 250-516-0015, mklb@shaw.ca
HOME EXCHANGE international and
domestic, cottages-to-castles, advance
listing for 2010 Olympics. 604-987-
3262, info@homelink.ca,
www.homelink.ca
YALETOWN summer rental, furn. bd. +
den with great view (23 flr.) steps from
the seawall. Pool, gym and secured
u/ground parking. N/P, N/S. July and/
or Aug. $1600/mo. Call 604-562-3361. 
HOUSE EXCHANGE Nelson—Vancou ver
area. Family of 4 in Nelson looking to
house exchange. First 2 weeks in July.
Interested? Call 250-352-3246.
WHITE ROCK Tastefully appointed 2 bd.
home w/panoramic oceanview, heated
pool in landscaped garden, 2 cats.
Avail. June 13 – July 14, $1600. 
604-531-9033, cooper8@telus.net
VICTORIA comfortable 2 bd., 2 bath
home central to all amenities. $1500/
mo. all incl. Call 250-595-7572 or
cattcamp@shaw.ca
WANTED 56-year-old woman wants to
spend 1 month in rural Kootenay area,
anytime July/Aug. Will housesit, gar -
den, house swap, or rental. Call Anna
780-439-5196 or radyoanna@yahoo.ca
VANCOUVER False Creek townhouse
next to seawall near Granville Island, 
2 bd. + den with 650sf roof deck with
city, mtn. and water views. Mid-July to
mid-Aug. $2200.  kjones@vsb.bc.ca
VANCOUVER Central location, 4 bd.
house for rent from July 8–Aug.10 Large
patio, garden, bicycles. Ideal for families
$850/wk. or $3500/5 wks. Call Alain
604-876-5199, alainthibault@shaw.ca

MAY 2008
3 Vancouver. Investigating Our
Practices 2008. Please join us for IOP
2008, featuring 25 exciting presenta -
tions. Teachers from different educa -
tional contexts will convene at UBC to
share their investigations, understand -
ings and questions. Registration fee:
$25 (Students $15.) Lunch & refresh -
ments included. Door prizes! Scarfe
Education Building, 2125 Main Mall,
UBC. Information: www.eplt.educ.
ubc.ca/workshops/ or Judy Paley, 604-
822-2733, judy.paley@ubc.ca

8–9 Castlegar. Eighth Annual Early
Success Symposium. Selkirk College.
Target audience—those who work
with early learners, birth to age 8.
Keynote speaker is Colleen Politano.
Sponsored by School Districts 5, 6, 8,
10, 20, and 51. Con tact, Pat Dooley,
pdooley@sd8.bc.ca

9 Whistler. 3rd Annual Support ing
Struggling Students Practical
Strategies in Literacy and Math
featuring Dawn Reithaug, Mary
Moody and Beth Sparks. For
classroom teachers, LA teachers,
education assistants and principals.
Fee $125. For details and online
registration please go to
www.pita.ca. Contact whistler-
registrar@pita.ca.

9–11 Campbell River. UBC offers a
French and Spanish Immersion
weekend. Teachers can use their
Tuition Fee Certificate toward the
$250 tuition fee. April Point Resort
offers a great two nights, four meals
package to all participants. Call toll-
free 1-866-528-7485 or visit www.
frenchcentre.ubc.ca/weekend.html

31–June 3 Vancouver. UBC,
Canadian Society for the Study of
Education (CSSE) research confer -
ence. Sessions run every one and one-
half hours from 8:30 a.m. to 5:45 p.m.
There will be a reception for teachers
attending the conference on June 1
from 4:30–6:00 p.m. in Room 310,
Scarfe Building, 2125 Main Mall, UBC.
To attend, contact Jacinta  via e-mail
jacinta.harris-marcadier@ubc.ca by
April 30. See “Teacher Involvement”
link, CSSE 2008 website for registra -
tion details: http://educ.ubc.ca/csse

JUNE 2008
19–22 Abbotsford. Canadian Chef
Educators’ Association (CCEA)
conference. “Back to the Land—Slow
Food Movement, Organics, and
Locally Grown Products.” June 20 is
AGM and Education Day featuring a
speaker from the Ministry of Agricul -
ture, and a forum of speakers from the
Slow Food Movement, local organic
producers, and those interested in
agricultural sustainability. June 21
includes a Circle Farm tour of organic
farms in the Agassiz area. Contact
Terry Larsen at tolarsen@uniserve.com

30–July 17 Quebec City. Institut
de Français, UBC à Québec, French
Bursary Program for Teachers. This
French immersion program is intend -
ed for all teachers and administrators
interested in learning or improving

their French language skills.
www.frenchcentre.ubc.ca/quebec or
toll-free 1-866-528-7485.

JULY 2008
2–4 Jordan, Niagara, Ontario. World-
class professional development.
Explore literacy across the curriculum
using dance, music, drama and visual
art. Learn to use the arts for literacy as
well as across the curriculum, and
totally engage and inspire your
students with the process. View the
brochure at www.ltta.ca Register at
www.regonline.com/exploring
activeliteracy.

7–9 Richmond. First Summer
Institute on Imaginative Education,
“Achieving Educational Goals with
Imagination” features 2 days of
workshops using hands-on, practi cal
applications of Imaginative Education
that will engage teacher-practitioners,
principals, and associated educators.
Open-discussion roundtable feast on
the 8th! Day three is a full day of con -
ference workshops and panels by
international and local imaginative
educators. More info at www.
imaginativeeducation.org/institute

AUGUST 2008
11–13 Parksville. 5th Annual
Achieving Excellence in Writing
Seminar. Presents an exciting and
effective method of teaching writing.
Teachers will leave the workshop
ready to teach a repertoire of writing
skills. The workshop is informative
and practical, offering an extensive set
of skills to take back to the class room.
Contact Susan Augustyn
saugustyn@shaw.ca or 250-248-6434

21–22 Abbotsford. Seminars by
Dawn Reithaug: Three Tiers of Inter -
vention for Reading August 21. Three
Tiers of Intervention for Behaviour
August 21. Functional Behavioural
Assessment with Planning August 22.
E-mail dreithaug@shaw.ca (for a
brochure) or phone 604-926-4714.

26–28 Toronto. Explore media
literacy by creating your own short
film. Professional artists will lead you
through script writing, directing and
acting, filming, and editing-including
sound design, take active strategies
back to your students to help them
engage critically in media literacy.
View the brochure at www.ltta.ca.
Register at www.regonline.com/
lttasummer2008
Future October PSA days
(BCTF procedure statement 30.A.14)

2009–10: October 23, 2009
2010–11: October 22, 2010
2011–12: October 21, 2011
2012–13: October 19, 2012
2013–14: October 25, 2013
2014–15: October 24, 2014
2015–16: October 23, 2015

PSA PD Day 
October24, 2008

PD Calendar website:
bctf.ca/Professional
Development.aspx
Additions/changes:

msteele@bctf.ca

NEW ZEALAND privately owned fully
furn. 4 bdrm., 3 bath, house in Ohope
Beach on the North Island’s Bay of
Plenty. Steps from beach. 3 hrs. drive
from Auckland, 1 hr. to Rotorua.
Wkly/mnthly. gailmay@shaw.ca,
www.ohope.net
QUALICUM BEACH, Van. Island., 1 bd.
cottage, N/S, N/P.  $650/wk. June–
Aug. Call John 250-382-0411 or cell
250-752-3342.
WHISTLER Awesome lakeview 1 bdrm.
furn. condo for vacation rental,
cmilne@direct.ca or 604-984-0021.
DISCOVER RURAL FRANCE on Two
Wheels—easy-going routes mean der
through France’s scenic land scapes
with little traffic so inexperi enced
cyclists can pedal at a care free pace.
Farmhouse style accom. with regional
cuisine and local wines. Guided by
enthusiastic retired Francophile
teacher. Explore enchanting chateaux
in the Loire; prehistoric treasures in the
Dordogne; or the rolling vineyards of
Burgundy.  Destinations by Design
Travel Ltd. (BC Reg 39159) 1-888-703-
0163, www.destinationsbydesign.ca,
shelagh@destinationsbydesign.ca
MEXICO Puerto Vallarta, waterfront
condo in Bucerias. 2 bdrm. 2 bath.
www.condoplayalinda.com, for special
rates: gwwood-linda@hotmail.com or
250-697-6273 (Linda).
DEEP BAY, BC. Waterfront 2 bdrm.
cottage, Vancouver Island, over looking
Denman, Hornby Islands. Relaxing,
private. Sleeps 4-6 people, N/S, N/P.
Avail. June to Sept. 604-939-0121 or
chuck_denison@telus.net
COTTAGE New waterfront cottage for
rent daily/weekly, S. Nanaimo. For
information, contact Sheila at
greg.buchanan@shaw.ca
ENJOY A HOLIDAY at beautiful Cultus
Lake. Deluxe waterfront accomm.
suitable for 2 adults is offered at rea -
sonable prices. Phone 604-316-1235.
BEAUTIFUL HORNBY ISLAND Spacious 2
bd. house with large sunny deck. Sleeps
5. Forested, private. 3 blks. from beach.
250-748-7920 or www.sunflowerinn.ca
summer rental.
HEFFLEY LAKE. Cabin on the lake.
Sleeps 6. Good fishing and swim ming.
40 km. NE of Kamloops. Wkly or daily
rate. jfornell@telus.net
SUNNY OKANAGAN Beauty, luxury,
economy! 1 bdrm. home, sleeps 4.
http://members.shaw.ca/myranda1
SUNSHINE COAST Kayaker’s dream!
Rare oceanfront cottage at Pender
Harbour. Private beach and dock just
steps from garden level entry to rental
suite. shower, kitchen, radio, DVD.
Sleeps 2-4.  Minutes to nearby lakes
and world famous Skookum chuck
Rapids. July books fast. $500/wk. Susan
604-467-3978, susanwalker@telus.net,
www.penderharbourcottage.ca
MAYNE ISLAND Fairview Farm B&B.
Small B&B with 2 generous rooms
facing the water. Local organic
breakfasts, ensuites, private entrances,
beach access. Easy getaway. 1-866-
539-5582, www.fairviewonmayne.com
KNOUFF LAKE Cabin, near Kamloops,
boats, fishing, quiet, secluded, wood
stove, propane lights and stove. Sleeps
6, $420/wk or daily. normanmoss
@shaw.ca
COURTENAY Van. Is., serene 3 bd., 2.5
bath, home. Gardens, courtyard, private
decks. Steps to beach. Mt. Washington
base 15 min. drive. Avail. year round.
Weekly rates from $800. 250-335-3154.
HAWAII Maui, Kihei & Honokawai
locations. 1 bd. with ocean views.
209-599-5248 or www.maui342.com
OKANAGAN Vernon lakeview studio
summer rental $500/wk. 250-549-4886,
www.members.shaw.ca/tlvoykin/studio
SHUSWAP LAKE cabin for rent. Sleeps 4-
6. Lake view, wkly rentals from June-
Sept. Call 604-525-9558.
LAKE ERROCH Cozy cottage for rent 1.5
hrs. from Van., 30 mins. from Harrison.
Sleeps 4-5. Golfing, hiking, fishing
nearby. Call 604-525-9558.
THINK SUMMER! Think Salt Spring
Island! Oceanfront acreage on serene
Long Harbour. Our 2 bd. cottage or
B&B suite that sleeps 4 awaits you! 
50' dock, pool and more!
Call 250-537-1059 or 
www.longharbourbedandbreakfast.com

RENT/EXCHANGE
VANCOUVER Clean, bright, quiet, cen -
trally located condos at Robson & Bute.
1 bdrm. $95. Daily/wkly/mthly rates.
604-608-4268, dbemc@hotmail.com
VANCOUVER “Yaletown” luxury studio,
privately owned condo. Available
weekends, weekly or monthly. Secure
underground parking. 604-626-8523.

VANCOUVER 1 bd. furn. condo in
Fairview, close to transit/downtown
with view. Avail. July. baritone@telus.net
RICHMOND Steveston, fully furn., 1 bd.
condo near the river and min. walk to
Steveston Village between May & Sept.
contact fmerlai@shaw.ca or 604-649-
1667.
BURNABY 2 bd. July & Aug. Big, fully
furn., clean, updated. Nr. SFU &
Lougheed Mall. $1300/mo.  Contact
school teachers at 604-617-4569.

RESOURCES
RETIRING? Undecided about the Joint
Life option? Order “Choos ing the Right
Options” a straight forward guide/
workbook for selecting the best option
for your situation. workbook $15, CD
$15, both $25. Mail: Ken Smith, 5120
Ewart St., Burnaby, BC V5J 2W2 or
BCTF Lesson Aids.
BURNS BOG Book a field trip that em -
powers your students and satisfies your
science curricu lum. Contact Bree at
Burns Bog Conservation Society. 604-
572-0373 or 1-888-850-6264.
THE SUBSTITUTE You want to TEACH?
www.thesubstitute.ca

MISCELLANEOUS
MASTER OF EDUCATION (Special Educa -
tion) by course work offered by Flinders
University in S. Australia is recog nized
by the B.C. TQS. Degree avail able
entirely in distance mode. Apply now
for com mencement of study in semes-
ter one (late Feb ruary) or semester two
(late July). More infor mation at:
ehlt.flinders.edu.au/north america or
from the pro gram co-ordinator,
Bernice.Burnip@flinders. edu.au
RETIREES. Use your teaching skills to
supplement your pension and secure
your future. 604-946-8955,
bgmcclure@gmail.com
SCHOOL TATTOOS 1000 tattoos with
your school’s logo $149. Great for
school spirit, teams or fundraising. Visit
www.schooltattoos.ca or e-mail
info@schooltattoos.ca or tel/fax 
613-567-2636.
USE YOUR MOUSE to find your house!
Thinking of buying or selling in Greater
Victoria, Sooke, or Sidney? Click on one
of Victoria’s top real estate web sites for
free reports and MLS listings with full
addresses at www.carollivingstone. com.
Carol Livingstone, B.Ed, Re/Max Camo -
sun, carol@carolliving stone.com, toll
free 1-800-663-2121 or 250-744-3301.
PACIFIC GARDENS Cohousing Commu -
nity is a new, environ mentally friendly
condo project in Nanaimo on a spec -
tacular 4.37 acre property close to
downtown. Enjoy a strong sense of
community, social interaction and over
7000 sq.ft. of common facilities. Find
out more at www.pacific gardens.ca,
250-754-3060 or e-mail
joinus@pacificgardens.ca
GLASSWORK for teachers…a good thing
for ProD days… seafireglassworks.com
UNIQUE EDUCATION BUSINESS FOR SALE.
Well-established (8 yrs), profitable
Tutoring company with over 350
contacts and clients in the  Film
Industry throughout Western Canada is
looking for a buyer. Chance for a
teacher or business person to step into
an exciting lucrative opportunity.
Serious buyers only, please. Contact
email poppetinitaly@gmail.com
INSPIRING, INSIGHTFUL “Honouring the
Child: Changing Ways of Teaching” by
Pamela Proctor,
www.honouringthechild.com
SEE CHINA for free & teach English.
Short term teaching 10 wks close to
Shanghai. Return flight, accommo da-
tion, meals in exchange for teaching.
Small class sizes. Great support.
Immediate openings April to June 08
plus next school year. Contact
grahammu1@gmail.com – CCEA Canada
China Education Association.
GLASSER CHOICE THEORY and Reality
Therapy Training: Aug. 28, 29, 30, 31,
2008. Contact 604-983-2202.
lscott@realitycounselling.ca
TEACHER EXCHANGE Wolfville, Nova
Scotia high school English teacher
(from the beautiful Annapolis Valley)
looking for job exchange (and possibly
accomm.) with teacher from Victoria,
BC, for the 2008-09 school year. If
interested, e-mail: pclothier@eastlink.ca
or call 902-542-7986.
REDUCE STRESS Would you like to
reduce stress in your life?
www.acourseonmeditation.com
FOR SALE HAWAII. Own a piece of
paradise. A unique opportunity! RV
with pro perty on the Big Island of
Hawaii. Winne bago in excellent
condition with new floors, foam/
upholstery, tires, RV battery. Heavy

duty front and rear racks (Cino scooter
included), air conditioning etc. Lot
60x130 cleared, planted trees, septic
system, specially designed RV carport,
vinyl shed, plus much more. $125,000.
Phone 250-630-2125, email
dritchie@prn.bc.ca
PIANO FOR SALE $975 obo. Canadian
made Sherlock Manning 40% studio
upright, walnut (medium brown),
excellent condition, wonderful tone.
SN128395. Matching bench with music
compartment. Well kept in constant
location. Modest use. East Richmond.
streckos@hotmail.com or 604-524-3006.
TURN RECORDS & TAPES INTO CDS. If
interested, phone Keith at 604-851-
2860 or 604-556-4667 or e-mail
keith53@shaw.ca or visit website at
www.capespearconnections.com
DRAMAWORKS 2008 - Theatre Alberta
presents a variety of work shops to
collectively engage edu cators, amateurs
& profession als. workshops in acting,
directing, playwriting, design &  more!
2.5 & 3.5 day weekend workshops
running July 3-13 at the Citadel Theatre,

Edmonton. Early bird pricing in effect
until May 30. Ask about Artstrek, our
summer program for teens! Visit theatre
alberta.com or call 780-422-8162.
WHY SEND A CARD when a gift book
is better? From the Seawall on a crisp
autumn afternoon, to a moody portray -
al of the Hotel Europe in Gastown, 27
icons of our city are presented in
Vancouver Landmarks featuring high
quality b&W photography with accom -
panying historical background. Hard
cover, 64 pages. www.vancouver
landmarks.ca for outlets or direct sale,
$19.95 including tax and shipping.
U.S. CERTIFIED TEACHERS WANTED for
unique tutoring positions in the BC film
industry. Must have full time availabil -
ity. Certification must be current or
willing to renew. Prefer ence will be
given to California Studio teachers or
those holding California teaching
certificates, single or multiple subjects.
Other USA certification considered.
604-729-8184 or email
poppet2@mac.com

Classified
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By Heidi Clark

In 2006, to further my students’
knowledge and skills of the Fine
Arts, I applied for and received an
Artist in Residence grant. During the
spring of 2006, Susan McCallum,
VSB resident artist, who specializes
in children’s literature illustration
and facilitates drawing workshops
with Vancouver students of all ages,
visited my multicultural classroom
and taught my Kindergarten
students how to draw in perspec -
tive, in scale, and in three dimen -
sional shapes. Each student created
his or her own beautifully illustrated
accordion book. We were thrilled
with how the children’s self-
confidence grew during her time in
the classroom. 

Susan McCallum and I shared
a synergy and envisioned
taking this process a step
further. We saw the benefit of
how a collaborative process could
improve students’ self-esteem. We
wanted to em power young children
with the knowledge that they could
create a meaningful learning tool.
We envisioned students creating a
set of alphabet flashcards. Conse -
quently I put together a grant
proposal and applied to the
Nightingale’s Parent Advisory
Council for funding, and to VSB’s
Artistic Legacy grant. A sincere
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We brainstormed words for each
letter of the alphabet, created lists,
and acted out our favourite words.
By the time McCallum arrived,
students were prepared for our up-
coming project. 

McCallum has developed unique
drawing methods in how to draw
people, portraits, and objects in
perspective. Encouraged by her
enthusiasm, the Kindergarten

We created our own simple
alphabet books. We
brainstormed words for each
letter of the alphabet,
created lists, and acted out
our favourite words. By the
time McCallum arrived,
students were prepared for
our up-coming project.

thank-you to Nightingale’s PAC and
VSB’s District Fine Art’s Co-
ordinator Peggy Bochun for having
provided us with the funds to
undertake this unique project. 

As a classroom teacher, I did a lot
of preparation with my Kinder -
garten students prior to McCallum’s
arrival. I engaged my students in
directed drawing lessons. I
taught my class the
following lines: horizontal,
vertical, diagonal, and
curved. We did an infinite
amount of work learning
the letters and sounds
of the alphabet. I read
numerous alphabet
books to the class.
We created our
own simple
alphabet books.

They gained confidence with
the sketch of each letter. The
class was very involved in
what image they wanted to
draw to represent each letter
of the alphabet and decided
by consensus. 

students delighted in their very
successful drawings. They gained
confidence with the sketch of each
letter. The class was very involved
in what image they wanted to draw
to represent each letter of the
alphabet and decided by consensus.
On occasion two images were
drawn. This was a collaborative
process and the children’s imagina -
tion was central to the success of
this project. It was important that
each student’s drawing be chosen
for at least one letter. Sometimes
two students’ drawings would
appear on one flashcard. After the
students completed the drawings
McCallum graphically designed
the flashcard, hand drew the
letter in upper and lower case,
and printed the appropriate
word. She then coloured it
prior to publishing.

The project surpassed our
expectations. The images the
children created are magical,
endearing, and whimsical. As this
project was so successful we
wanted to share the fruits of our
labour with others. Nightingale’s
current Kindergarten students each
recently received a pack of these
charming flashcards. 

Heidi Clark teaches at Nightingale
Elementary School, Vancouver.

For information about the project,
contact Susan McCallum directly
at onepaintbrush@shaw.ca, or
Heidi Clark at hclark@vsb.bc.ca

The flashcards and frieze are
now available to the public for
purchase through: 
• VSB’s Curriculum
Publications. Revenue
generated will fund our next
project to create an Alphabet
Book.

• Alphabet Flashcards,
BCTF Lesson Aid #8096A. 
26 cards, 21 cm x 28 cm,
$26. bctf.ca/LessonAids

The alphabet flashcard project
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